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Internet-Based Self-Services: Relational Aspects of
E-Banking – a Private Client Survey Analysis

1. Introduction
Globalization and deregulations have increased competition in the market places. The
increased competition, in turn, calls for that organizations continuously increase their
productivity and decrease their costs. Investments in information technology is one important
means to increase productivity and decrease costs.
Advances in technology have changed the preconditions for service delivery dramatically in
recent years, with tremendous potential impact on self-service options and on service support.
Service providers employ technology at various stages in the service delivery processes and in
service support operations to improve the quality and productivity in their service offerings
(Blumberg 1994). These technology-enabled changes are changing the way service providers
and their customers interact with each other (Dabholkar 1994). One influential form of
technology-based self-service is Internet banking, which is denoted e-banking in the
remainder of this report.
Already more than two decades ago, Lovelock and Young (1979) highlighted that an
overlooked way to increase productivity in service industries is to change the ways consumers
interact with service provider firms. As the sheer presence of the customer is the dominant
constraint on the efficiency of service systems (Chase & Tansik 1983), service managers can
increase productivity by changing procedures at the point of delivery, such as replacing a
bank teller with a machine. Since service industries typically involve the consumer in the
production process, changing procedures at the point of delivery directly affect consumers.
However, as Lovelock and Young (1979:172) have pointed out, a lack of sensitivity to
consumer needs and concerns all too often imply a too low customers’ acceptance level:
”The greatest success in introducing ATMs is enjoyed by banks that invest time and effort to
develop carefully thought-out introductory programs. Typically, these programs emphasize
deployment of specially trained staff to help customers learn how to use the machines and assist
them if they have any problem.”

In addition to personal selling, also the design of the ATMs and the complementary support
enabled by an attached telephone, staffed 24 hours per day – with which a customer can call
for assistance in case of difficulties – has proven to be important factors for consumer
acceptance of the ATMs (ibid).
A transaction made at the branch office has a significantly higher cost for the bank compared
to a transaction performed by the customer itself. A study on the US retail banking showed
that the transaction cost of telephone banking is only 40% of the cost for a physical branch
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transaction (Talmor 1995). Also, high labour costs prompt service firms to consider
(technology-based) self-service delivery system options. The benefits for service providers
from (technology-based) self-service delivery systems are obviously decreased costs and
increased productivity (Chase 1978, Lovelock & Young 1979).
Banks serve two types of clients: households (“retail banking”) and firms or institutions
(“wholesale banking”). In this report the discussion will be limited to retail banking, which
contributes to a substantial proportion of the total profits generated by banks.

1.1. E-banking as an example of Internet-based self-service
Technical innovations such as ‘bank on telephone’ and e-banking over the Internet in recent
years have become more and more common as the channel choice for the households in their
interactions with the bank. These new technical innovations make it easier for both the bank
and for the clients to, e.g., carry out transactions and to buy and sell stocks. The incentives for
the new banking channels are, among other reasons, expectations for increased productivity,
decreased costs and increased value added for the clients. The value added for the clients is
based on an increased availability, since the clients become less dependent upon time and
place (Storbacka 1994).
As a result from the introduction and diffusion of the Internet, the way in which consumers
perform many everyday activities − such as shopping and banking activities − has changed
fairly dramatically over the past decade. With the advent and diffusion of the Internet
medium, the usage of e-banking has experienced a tremendous growth. Finansinspektionen
(2000) conducted a survey collecting data from the four major Swedish full-service banks and
from SkandiaBanken and Sparbanken Finn. Among retailing banking clients of these six
Swedish banks there were 4% of them that had an Internet connection at end-1998. At end1999, this share was 10% and, at that point in time, it was forecasted to be 31% of private
clients having an Internet connection with the bank at end-2000.
Finansinspektionen (2000) stated that considerable transformations of markets and product
ranges in the financial area had taken place in recent years. The technological development
has influenced on the service ranges and lead to increased availability for increasingly larger
client groups. This has been achieved primarily as a consequence of the building up of
services that are mediated via telephone or the Internet. Self-service has become one of the
key concepts.
Nordea, one of the four major full-service, or universal, banks on the Swedish market, wrote
in the following way about “e-services” in its Annual Report 2000 (p. 19):
The Nordic countries have top ranking in terms of the extension of personal computers and the use
of the Internet. Preconditions for electronic financial services therefore are better than elsewhere.
Most Nordic financial services companies provide a range of e-services, including net-banking.
Net-banking is developing from being information on the web site and provision of simple
transactions products to become personalised and integrated Internet portals covering most or all
financial products and services. E-services and net-banking will therefore become a central part of
relationship banking in the future.

New information technology-based self-services is expected to influence the nature of the
customer relationship as self-services replace traditional service encounters in a (bank) branch
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office. However, banking services provided through the Internet may substitute both branch
office service encounters and replace other self-service channels as tele-banking and postal
services (i.e. ”privatgiro”).
From the banker’s perspective, the increasing use of a self-service technology such as the
Internet – which may imply a distancing from the individual client – poses the challenge how
to maintain or strengthen the relationship with her/him. According to Lynch (1996:ix-x) there
are a number of paradoxes that bankers, “from the USA to Japan and from Europe to
Australia” are confronted with as it comes to relationships with their clients:
Paradox 1:

People in every area of their lives are changing the basis of their relationships and
new types of relationships are changing people.

Paradox 2:

To master the new realities arising from changes in customer relationships,
bankers must change yet remain unchanged.

Paradox 3:

Bankers need to manage the minds of their customers before they can hope to
manage their money profitably.

Paradox 4:

The marketing of products and services together with the customer care initiatives
of the 1980s have made banks appear uncaring in the 1990s.

Paradox 5:

Banks have vastly improved their methods of risk assessment, except in the area
where it really matters – how clients behave.

Paradox 6:

Ignoring the corporate mind is more costly for banks than ignoring the corporate
strategy.

Paradox 7:

Bankers need to reshape their relationship skills if they are to be financially
competent.

Paradox 8:

Customers want banks less, but need them more.

In this report particularly the fifth of these paradoxes is in focus: to provide insights into how
different segments of clients behave.
Related to the 8th of Lynch’s paradoxes, e-banking is also to a large degree revolving around
a distance and closeness paradox:
Banks want to cut costs – through technology-based self-service use (i.e. often
implying a lower level of customer contacts, which can be perceived of as an
increasing distance between the client and the branch office) – and at the same
time to have near/strong customer relationships, in order to strengthen customer
loyalty.
The rationale for firms to strive for loyal customers is that it is assumed that loyal customers
lead to higher profitability in the long run. The hypothesis is based on the assumptions that
customers over time tend to increase their purchase volume, to become less price-sensitive, to
cost less to serve for the service provider and often to generate new customers through
recommending the patronage firm to its friends (Reichheld & Sasser 1990, Schlesinger &
Heskett 1991, Reichheld 1993, Jones & Sasser 1995, Reichheld 1996, Heskett et al 1997).
Reichheld and Sasser (1990:105) argue as follows:
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As a customer’s relationship with the company lengthens, profits rise. And not just a little.
Companies can boost profits by almost 100% by retaining just 5% more of their customers.

Concisely, banks are facing this essential paradox: To be near – or not to be (near)? – that is
the question. This paradox, needless to say, is important for banks to manage in a professional
manner. It calls for a focus on relationship banking at the same time as the provision of
technology-based self-services continually is kept in tune with the needs of the clients.

1.2. The Swedish e-banking context
According to a study performed by the EU Commission in 2002 on 16,000 respondents, the
Swedes had the highest Internet adoption rate in Europe (67%), the Danes had the second
highest adoption rate (59%), thereafter came the Dutch (54%) and the Finns (51%)
(ekonomi24, 2002).
In absolute numbers, there were 3.791 million active Internet users in Sweden in April 2002
according to Nielsen NetRating (2002). Some Internet usage statistics for some of the
countries with a high Internet adoption rate are presented in Table 1 below. It can be noted
that the Americans distinguish themselves from the other countries by spending about double
as much time on the Internet and making considerably more sessions on the Internet.

Table 1: Some Internet statistics for some countries with a high Internet adoption rate in April, 2002
Source: Nielsen NetRatings (2002)

Sweden
Denmark
The Netherlands
Finland
Norway
The U.S.

Number of active Internet
users
3,791
1,541
5,478
1,359
1,541
106,728

Time spent per month for
the average user (hours)
6:32
6:08
7:39
5:00
5:01
11:51

Number of sessions per
month for the average user
14
13
16
12
13
22

The number of personal computers in the Swedish homes increased at a high pace during the
end-1990s. In 1996, 32% of the Swedish households (in the age interval 15-84 years) had
access to a personal computer in the home (Johansson et al 2000). In 1997, this proportion
had increased to 47%, in 1998 it was 53% and in 1999 it increased up to 67%. One important
explaining factor for this rapid diffusion was that many Swedish organizations offered their
employees to buy a home PC with favourable terms. Johansson et al (2000) report that the
share of PC in the home increases with education level and income level. Also, the share of
PCs in the homes is higher among younger and large city-citizens than among older and
provincial citizens (ibid.).
In mid-2001, Sweden had the highest e-banking adoption rate in Europe (54% of the Swedish
Internet users visited a bank Web site in the month of July 2001 to compare with the
European average of 48%), according to the marketing research firm NetValue (Finansvision
2001).
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Back in March 2001, SE-Banken had the highest adoption degree of payments via e-banking
among the Swedish banks: 50% of all payments of SE-Banken’s clients at that point in time
were made via e-banking. Among the clients of the other three Swedish full-service banks,
30% of all payments were made via e-banking at that point in time (ekonomi21 2001). As
regards activity level among their clients, the Nordic banks are undisputedly world leaders in
the e-banking area. Each of the four Swedish full-service banks, except Handelsbanken, in
March 2001 had more transactions over the Internet than what Bank of America, which had
the largest volume of Internet transactions among the U.S. banks, had (ibid.).
According to Nielsen NetRatings, there was in April 2002 a noticeable increase in the
absolute number of (unique) visitors on the web sites of the four major Swedish full-service
banks. In April 2002, there were 1,985,752 unique Web site visitors for these four banks in
total (an 11% monthly increase, compared to the month before). Föreningssparbanken had
1,006 thousand visitors (a 12% increase compared to the month before), Nordea had 473
thousand visitors (17% increase), Handelsbanken had 261 thousand visitors (8% increase) and
SEB had 245 thousand visitors, which was a 2% increase (Finans Vision 2002a).
Nordea, the largest Nordic bank at this point in time, handles the largest total number of ebanking payments: just over 10 million bills each month are paid via e-banking by Nordea’s
currently 3 million e-banking clients. The size of Nordea’s e-banking client base, at this point
in time, was on the same level as for the U.S. banks Bank of America and Wells Fargo
(Finans Vision 2002b).

Results from a “heavy Internet user” study
In April 2001, and in September 2001, Demoskop/Vision made two surveys on its Swedish
consumer panel of, so called, “heavy users” of the Internet, defined as using the Internet at
least once every week (Vision 2001b:6). There were 783 respondents in the April survey and
1,346 respondents in the September survey.
According to the Demoskop/Vision’s survey (ibid), e-banking was the most widely used
service category on the Internet at this point in time. 55% of the respondents (n=1,346) had
used e-banking services during the last week (before answering the survey questionnaire).
This was a 7% increase since the April 2001 survey (when 48% of the respondents had used
e-banking services during the last week). In this respect there was a significant difference
between the sexes: 61% of the male respondents (53% in April) and 47% of the female
respondents (41% in April) had used e-banking services during the last week. Two
information-related activities on the Internet had a higher usage degree than e-banking
services: 90% had sent or received e-mail, and 78% had searched for information during the
last week. To read newspapers on the Internet (46%) was a less widely used activity than to
use e-banking services.
In September 2001, about half of the Swedish population used the Internet at least once a
week. 68% of the Swedish “heavy Internet users” in the second consumer panel survey of
Demoskop/Vision (i.e. representing about 35% of the Swedish population), at that point in
time were doing banking business transactions on the Internet.1
1

I gratefully thank Johan Jakobsson at Demoskop, who electronically sent me the full documentation of the
results from Demoskop’s two Internet banking surveys.
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The results from the second of these consumer panel surveys, not surprisingly, show that the
two by far most used functions were paying bills (87 percent of the e-banking users at that
point in time payed their bills on a monthly basis or more frequently) and asking account
balance questions (85 percent of them used this service on at least a monthly basis). To remit
money across accounts (about 56 percent did this on at least a monthly basis) was the thirdly
most used e-banking service. To keep track of accounts for funds (30 percent) and accounts
for shares (23 percent) were two other fairly well-used e-banking services.
The Demoskop/Vision survey also reports on perceived effects from the client perspective. As
seen from Table 2 the e-banking user clients (n=991) perceive that they have received benefits
in many dimensions as a consequence of that they have started to use banking services via the
Internet. Somewhat unusually, Demoskop has applied a 4-point Likert scale in their
questionnaire, where there are two positive alternatives and two negative alternatives (i.e., the
respondents have been forced to be either positive or negative, since there is no indifference
alternative).

Table 2: Client-perceived improvements from starting using e-banking (n=991)
Source: Demoskop (2001)
How well are the following statements in accordance with how
your relationships with the bank has developed as a consequence
of that you have started to use banking services via the Internet?
- saves time
- banking transactions are more rapidly executed
- better overview over my private financial position
- my bill payment routines work better
- my banking errands are more convenient
- the banking services are more accessible
- more easy to keep myself informed about services and terms
- more easy to get answers on questions
- better financial position advice

Well
(in accordance
with)

Fairly well
(in accordance
with)

65%
60%
59%
58%
57%
53%
20%
10%
3%

23%
27%
28%
25%
32%
33%
42%
45%
15%

As seen from the figures for the presented benefits in Table 2, which are presented in the
order of their “well in accordance with” magnitude, six of the measured dimensions have been
perceived to have positive effects by 83 to 89% of the respondents. These widely perceived
benefits are: time-saving, reduced transaction-cycles, better control, better working
procedures, more convenient banking errands and more accessibility.
From Table 2 can also be seen that the improvements are less obvious when it comes to
information about banking services and terms, and the possibilities to get answers on
questions. The e-banking channel is not perceived to be a channel for financial position advice
matters.
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1.3. Chosen perspectives for this study
The schematic model in Figure 1 below just simply points at the fact that there are
dependencies between the client, the service and the channel. There are varying needs among
clients as regards banking services. The characteristics of the individual banking service, in
turn, influences on the client’s choice of channel. At the same time, different clients have
different attitudes towards different channels, regardless of what service is in focus. In this
study, the focus mainly is on one service – making payments – and on one bank, i.e.
Handelsbanken – and how clients of this bank perceive it to receive this “bread-and-butter”
service through two banking channels – i.e. via e-banking and via the physical office.
For this report we have chosen three perspectives:
1
2
3

a branch office perspective, instead of a bank perspective
a branch office−private client perspective, i.e. a retail banking perspective
a profit-seeking perspective for the branch office

Channel

Service

Client

Figure 1: Client-Service-Channel Chain Framework

The research design
Svenska Handelsbanken was chosen to be our first candidate as research object to study, as
reported elsewhere (e.g. Fredriksson & Docherty 1998).2 Given the shared management
2

The study that this report builds on was conducted together with Peter Docherty, National Institute for
Working Life, and Ragnvald Sannes and Gösta Steneskog, IMIT. Much of the planning and data collection was
conducted together. I am though solely responsible for the data analyses conducted and the text in this report. I
want to thank the financial support for this research made available by VINNOVA and also the co-workers and
clients of Handelsbanken which have participated in the study.
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perspective within the research team, the main reason for our choice was that Handelsbanken
had proven a sustainable and superior profitability over almost a three decade period. The
rationale for our choice was that there is more to learn from studying the actor “that is best in
class”. At that point in time, the 1998 year profit for Handelsbanken meant that it for the 27th
year running had a higher return on equity than the average for the other Swedish and Nordic
banks (Svenska Handelsbanken 1999:5).
An important building block for sustainable profitability is a satisfied customer base. Among
the major full-service Swedish banks, Handelsbanken had been ranked highest by its
customers in terms of level of satisfaction – both among corporate and private customers –
every single year since the Svenskt Kvalitetsindex Survey have been performed back in 1989.
When it comes to the retail banking market, the trends as regards customer satisfaction for the
major Swedish banks are shown in Figure 2 (Svenskt Kvalitetsindex 2003) below. As this
figure shows, Handelsbanken − as perceived by their clients − is the best bank, in terms of
perceived customer satisfaction, among the major, universal Swedish banks. Only niche
banks, Den Danske Bank (“Provinsbankerna”) − primarily referring to clients to Östgöta
Enskilda bank − and other other niche banks (“Andra banker”), are perceived by their clients
to provide higher customer satisfaction than what Handelsbanken does. As Figure 2 shows,
Handelsbanken has since 1998 consistently had distinctly higher customer satisfaction scores
than the other universal Swedish banks (i.e., FöreningsSparbanken, Nordea and SEB).

Figure 2: Customer satisfaction trends for major Swedish retail banks 1997-2003 (in Swedish)
Source: Svenskt Kvalitetsindex (2003)

The then CEO Arne Mårtensson explains the factors underlying the superior service of
Handelsbanken in the following way in the Annual Report 2000 (p. 2, in bold by author):
This superior service is the result of our firm focus on our branch office network. For many years,
we have augmented the competence level at our branches. Competence is the single most important
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factor for good service in the service sector. It is also our policy to sell what is best for the customer
at all times, not what is most profitable for the Bank. We strive to create permanent relationships
with good customers. We aim to have customers who are satisfied with the Bank long-term. Our
branches and our skilled staff are the core element in the service we offer and will remain so.

It is interesting to note that the then CEO of Handelsbanken stresses the importance of the
decentralised structure of the bank, the importance of high competence levels at its branches
and the focus on relationship banking – with good, i.e. profitable, clients. Given the
relationship banking-orientation of Handelsbanken, e-banking has not – hitherto – been the
main focus for Handelsbanken. Therefore, Handelsbanken – even during the wildest heydays
of the Internet hype – has declared that it will not decrease its branch network.
In the Svenskt Kvalitetsindex survey a number of determinants for customer satisfaction are
measured. These are: corporate image, expectations, product quality , service quality and
price attractiveness. In addition, loyalty as a dependent latent variable is measured in this
survey. As seen from
Figure 3 below, two groups of banks can be identified. The niche banks (Danske bank, LF
bank and “andra banker”) and Handelsbanken − as the distinctive universal bank − have
distinctively higher client-perceived scores than the other three Swedish universal bank
(FSPA, i.e. FöreningsSparbanken, Nordea and SEB) on all the dimensions measured.

Figure 3: Determinants for customer satisfaction, customer satisfaction (SKI) and loyalty for
major Swedish retail banks in 2003 (in Swedish)
Source: Svenskt Kvalitetsindex (2003)

Not only Arne Mårtensson, but also within the research literature − e.g. Paulin et al
(2000a:468) − it has been stressed that technology is not the main thing when explaining what
factors underly superior service:
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Technology and administrative procedures should be considered as tactical rather than strategic in
that they should provide support for the social interaction between the account manager and the
business client rather than being ends in themselves.

In 1998 Handelsbanken was not – and is not to date either – recognized as being leading
among Swedish and Nordic banks in the e-banking area. Handelsbanken perceives the
Internet to be a tool to increase efficiency, which in turn implies an improvement in the level
of service where routine transactions are concerned (Svenska Handelsbanken 2001:4). In
contrast, the newly appointed CEO of the largest Nordic bank, Nordea, in its Annual Report
2000 highlights e-banking as a long-term growth area to be its “second strategy for
expansion” (p. 10).
To sum up, our choice of case study firm is based on our conviction that high-profitable
business operations supported by medium-level e-banking capabilities is a better business
path than medium-profitable business operations supported by high-level e-banking
capabilities. Therefore, Handelsbanken, matched our preferences for choice of research study
object best.
The questionnaire survey
Based on a dialogue with the representatives for Handelsbanken in this research project it was
decided that a mail questionnaire survey should be conducted. At this point in time a number
of qualitative interviews had been conducted by us with management and employees at the
two small town branch offices chosen by the bank to be included in our study. At this point in
time also a number of project reports had been written. We therefore had a reasonably good
pre-understanding of “the matters at hand” when we designed the questionnaire form during
the autumn 2000.
Since we initially had the ambition to get insights into the interplay between different banking
services, different channels and different users, the design of the questionnaire form was a
fairly strenuous process. The researcher project team therefore worked themselves through a
process which included agreeing on what issues or factors within our broad interest domain to
include – and which one’s not to include – in the questionnaire form, to prevent it from
becoming too lengthy.
Two banking channels were selected by the researcher project team to focus on in the
questionnaire: the Internet channel and the traditional branch office channel. This decision
was in accordance with the reasoning of Mols (1999) who assumes, for reasons of
simplification, that only two significant bank client segments exist, namely an “Internet
banking segment” and a “branch banking segment”.
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2. Introduction of the survey results
As mentioned, the representatives for Handelsbanken in the research project team selected
two small town branch offices to be included in the survey. Among the private clients of these
two branch offices, users of two channels were selected: the e-banking and the (physical)
office users. With the expectation of reaching a response rate of 70% we came to the
conclusion that the sample size should be 300 clients in each of the four cells of the chosen
sub-sample design. The decision to have this equal number in each sub-sample cell, instead of
a proportionate selection in relation to the population size of each sub-sample, was motivated
by our interest in being able to compare the sub-samples with each other. The 2 x 2 x 300 –
that is 1,200 in total – respondents were randomly drawn from the central data warehouse
database by the central data warehouse department of Handelsbanken. The administration of
the mail questionnaires was taken care of by Inregia, a marketing research consultant firm.
The data collection process contained two reminders to those clients that had not responded to
the previous circular within a period of four weeks. The survey design is summarised in
Figure 4 below.
• Private clients to two small town branch
offices
• Users of two channels at both branch offices:
the eBanking and office channels
• Sample size: 2 x 2 x 300
Figure 4: Survey design

Response rate and share of total client population
Usable questionnaires were returned by 822 clients representing a response rate of 68.5%
which is satisfactory, particularly when considering that the questionnaire was relatively
lengthy (see Appendix A). We conclude that one important factor explaining the satisfactory
response rate is the relatively high client satisfaction perception that Handelsbanken’s clients
have about the bank (Svenskt Kvalitetsindex 2001, 2002). The covering letter from the branch
manager of the respective branch office, which was introducing and explaining the purpose
with the survey to the clients, definitely was another contributing factor to the satisfactory
response rate.
As seen from Figure 5 below the response rate for the Sydfors client sample was 68% and for
the Nordfors client sample it was 69%. The Sydfors e-banking sub-sample had the highest
response rate among the four sub-samples with 76%.
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Total branch office number of respondents and response rates:
- Sydfors (both eB and office)
408
68 %
- Nordfors (both eB and office)
414
69 %
Number of
Response Sub-sample Share of
respondents rate
population sub-sample
size
population

Sydfors eBanking
Sydfors office
Nordfors eBanking
Nordfors office

228
180
214
200

76 %
60 %
71 %
67 %

400
967
739
2,112

60 %
20 %
30 %
10 %

Figure 5: Number of respondents, response rate, sub-sample population size and share of subsample (client) population for the four sub-samples

From Handelsbanken’s data warehouse department we also received information about the
total population size for each sub-sample (see Figure 5 above). From this information it was
possible for us to compute how large share of the total client population that our respondents
in each sub-sample represent. The Sydfors e-banking respondents constituted for
approximately 60% of Sydfors’ total e-banking population at the point in time for our survey.
The Sydfors office respondents constituted for approximately 20%, the Nordfors e-banking
respondents constituted for 30%, and the Nordfors office respondents constituted for
approximately 10% of its total population. This information is later used in this report when
computing the estimated number of high-income clients in the total client population
corresponding to each sub-sample (see section 2.1.2).
Handelsbanken as the main bank or not
In the questionnaire there is a question (item 2) about whether Handelsbanken is the client’s
main bank or not. 56 out of the 809 respondents (6.9%) answering on this question report that
they do not have Handelsbanken as its main bank. The perceptions across these two “groups”
of private clients among the survey respondents differ substantially from each other. To
exemplify, the results for an essential marketing factor such as perceived “corporate image”
(introduced later in the 2.1.7 section), reflects significantly different perceptions about
Handelsbanken (t3=4.62, p<0.001). Respondents that have Handelsbanken as its main bank
score 4.15 on average on “corporate image”, while respondents not having Handelsbanken as
its main bank score 3.72 on average. Since these two “groups” of private clients are so
different in their perceptions, it was decided to drop out, or filter out (using SPSS language
terms) the clients who do not have Handelsbanken as its main bank in the analyses presented
in the remainder of this report. If the responses from the 56 respondents which do not have
Handelsbanken as its main bank would have been included in the analyses then “noise” had
been brought into the analysis results. Thus, only the respondents that have reported
Handelsbanken to be their main bank, constitute the base for the following analyses in this
report. On the aggregate survey level, their total number is 753 clients.

3

Independent-Samples t test.
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As a result, the following analyses in this report will treat clients that have more similar preconditions within “the group”. We assume that clients that have Handelsbanken as their main
bank are more committed stakeholders in the services that Handelsbanken are providing them,
than what the clients that do not have Handelsbanken as their main bank are. In Table 3 below
the number of clients per sub-sample that have Handelsbanken as its main bank is presented.
The share of the total number of respondents that these clients constitute is presented within
parenthesis.

Table 3: SHB as the main bank: number of clients and share of total number of respondents, per subsample (n=753)

Sydfors

Nordfors

eBanking

217

(96 %)

205

(96 %)

office

153

(88 %)

178

(93 %)

370

383

“Heavy Internet use” and “heavy e-banking use” profiles for our four sub-samples
Demoskop/Vision conducted in April 2001 and in September 2001 two surveys on, so called,
”heavy users” of the Internet (as reported in section 1.2 above). To repeat, Demoskop/Vision
defines ”heavy users” as users that use the Internet at least once a week. According to the
results from our questionnaire survey study a high proportion of our respondents are, so
called, ”heavy users” of the Internet.
On the aggregate level, 80% of the respondents in our survey study use the Internet at least
once a week (item 32). Among the e-banking users, 89% of them are ”heavy users” of the
Internet, while the corresponding share among the office users is 57%. The difference in
”Internet Use Frequency” between these two banking channel user groups is strongly
significant (t=11.1, p<0.001).
There is – not surprisingly – also a strongly significant difference in ”Internet Use Frequency”
between the two banking channel groups on the branch office level. Among Sydfors ebanking users, 93% of them use the Internet at least once a week, whereas 69% among
Sydfors office users do the same. It is not at all surprising that there is a strongly significant
difference in average ’Internet Use Frequency’ between these two-sub-samples (t=7.0,
p<0.001). Accordingly, also the average e-banking user of Nordfors have a strongly
significantly higher ’Internet Use Frequency’ than what the average office user of Nordfors
have (t=8.4, p<0.001). Among Nordfors e-banking users, 86% of them use the Internet at least
once a week, whereas 47% among Nordfors office users have this frequency level.
However, the ”Internet Use Frequency” item does not tell us anything about the respondents’
e-banking frequency, which we in this study are much more interested in. 48% of the Sydfors
e-banking users use “Handelsbanken on Internet” once a week or more frequently (item 35,
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’e-banking Use Frequency’). Among Nordfors e-banking users, this share of “heavy ebanking users” is significantly lower: 33% of them are “heavy users” of “Handelsbanken on
Internet”. The average ’ e-banking Use Frequency’ is significantly higher (t=3.5, p<0.001) for
the Sydfors e-banking users (average 3.36 on item 35) than for the Nordfors e-banking users
(average 3.73 on item 35).

2.1. Demographic characteristics
Are e-banking and office sample clients different from each other? We started out with a
comparison of demographic characteristics such as household income, age and household size
for our survey’s four sub-samples. The result is that there are systematic differences between
e-banking users and office users (see Table 4 below). The e-banking users – on average –
have a higher household income, are younger and belong to a household with more members
than what characterises the office users.
Mols (1999:296) concludes from a review of literature that ”the branch banking segment
consists of mostly elderly, computer-illiterate persons, who value personal relationships.” The
age factor conclusion is strongly supported by our survey results (see Table 4 below). Access
to a PC and Internet capabilities, needless to say, are necessary requirements in order to be
able to belong to the e-banking segment/channel at all. We believe that, to date, the computerilliteracy factor is not as significant as a determinant factor for e-banking use or not as it was
just some few years ago. When it comes to how these two banking channel segments value
personal relationships, we will report on that in the next section (2.1.2).

Table 4: The mean values for some demographic characteristics of the four sub-samples
Household
Income
(mean)

Sydfors eBanking
Sydfors office
Nordfors eBanking
Nordfors office

38,100
25,700
32,900
24,100

Age
(mean)

41
58
41
55

Household
Size
(mean)

2,90
2,25
2,92
2,37

The difference in age and in average household size betwen the e-banking and office samples
implies a difference in the distribution of different household types or different life-cycle
phases to which the respondents’ households belong.
One possible way of thinking for the bank about how to approach and interact with different
types of clients is to segment clients according to different life-cycle phases. We have
constructed a life cycle phase group classification of the survey respondents based on two
dimensions: respondent’s age and household type. We suggest four life cycle phases, which
we believe are meaningful: younger single/couple households, children family households,
older single/couple households and pensioner (single/couple) households (see Table 5 below).
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Table 5: Life-cycle phases and number of respondents on the aggregate survey level

Life-Cycle Phase

Age interval

Younger single/couple
Children family
Older single/couple
Pensioner single/couple

up to 44 years
45-64 years
65 years or older

Number of
Respondents
122
310
169
128

(17 %)
(42 %)
(23 %)
(18 %)

Some clients go through all the life-cycle phases suggested in Table 5, while others never
enter into the ‘Children family’ phase. One reason for distinguishing ‘Children family’ as a
separate group is that families with children often have in common that its adult member(s)
perceive a scarcity of non-working time. It can therefore be hypothesised that parents in
families with children highly appreciate time-saving services as well as time- and placeindependent self-services, such as e.g. e-banking services. There are also households without
children, i.e. singles and couples. We have chosen to split singles and couples households into
three segments according to age. Naturally, the age line separating the “younger” and “older”
singles/couples is arbitrary. One reason for choosing 45 years is that SCB (Statistics Sweden)
uses this age as one of its age class lines. The rationale for ‘Pensioner (single/couple)’ to
constitute a separate life cycle phase group is that pensioners typically distinguish themselves
from the other life-cycle phase segments in the household income dimension.
With these chosen life-cycle phase definitions, children families is the largest segment in our
survey study with 42% of the respondents on the aggregate survey level. The other three
segments are fairly equal in size, ranging from 17 to 23% of the respondents.

2.2. A bank profitability perspective: The relative importance
of the e-banking versus the office segments
Another possible segmentation dimension for the bank is to group the clients according to
their household income. In 1997, Birch and Young claimed that customers at that time
seemed to be asking for the Internet, but relatively few of them (the one’s with money)
demanded the Internet – for financial services. How is it today? Do the high-income clients
use e-banking?
From the bank’s perspective, clients in high-income households are assumed to be the most
interesting clients. In this study we have defined high-income households as households with
a monthly gross income exceeding 40,000 SEK. The Sydfors office finds itself in a more
favourable position in the household income dimension for their private clients than what the
Nordfors office does. 33% of the Sydfors’ respondents (120 out of 361 responding on this
item) are members of a high-income household, while this proportion among Nordfors’
respondents only is 20% (76 out of 374 responding on this item). Sydfors clients have on
average a strongly significantly higher household income than what Nordfors clients have
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(t=3.3, p≤0.001). The average household income for a Sydfors client is 32,900 SEK, whereas
it is 29,000 SEK for a Nordfors client.
A clear majority of the high-income clients in our survey belong to the e-banking user
samples. Among the Sydfors’ high-income household respondents 81% belong to the ebanking user group (and 19% consequently to the office user group). Among Nordfors’
respondents the proportions are about the same: 75% of the high-income (household) clients
belong to the e-banking user group (and 25% consequently to the office user group).
From the bank’s perspective it is interesting to make an estimation on how many high-income
households there are on the aggregate client base level for the respective two banking
channels at the two branch offices. In our survey, the majority of the high-income clients are
among the e-banking users. On the other hand, the e-banking users are fewer on the aggregate
client base level: The total amount of e-banking clients (1,139) is clearly lower than the total
amount of office clients (3,079) on the aggregate survey level of the two studied branch
offices together.
The assumption is made that the proportions of high-income clients among the respondents in
the two respective channels are representative for their proportions in the total client
populations of the two branch offices. Therefore, by dividing the number of responding highincome clients with the number of respondents’ share of the population (see Figure 5 above)
for each sub-sample, the total number of high-income clients in the total population of each
sub-sample have been estimated. To exemplify, there are 97 high-income clients among
Sydfors e-banking user respondents. This number is divided by 228, the total number of
respondents in this sub-sample, which in turn is divided by 400, the total sub-sample
population (see Figure 5). Thus, the estimated number of high-income clients among all
Sydfors e-banking users is 170. The estimated total number of high-income clients
corresponding to each of the the four sub-samples are all shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Estimated total number of high-income clients in each sub-sample

Sydfors
Nordfors
Total number of high-income clients

e-banking highincome
170
197
367

Office high-income
124
201
325

In the total client population for the two studied branch offices there are about 370 e-banking
and 330 office users belonging to the high-income household segment (see the ”Total number
of high-income clients” row in Table 6 above). In other words, e-banking user clients as a
group are, at least, equally important as office user clients from the branch office’s
profitability perspective. Thus, despite that the total number of e-banking clients (1,139) is
only about a third of the total number of office clients (3,079) on the aggregate level for the
two studied branch offices, there are in the total client population more high-income clients
among e-banking users than among office users.
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2.3. Relationship- versus cost-orientation
Does the client want to have a close or near relationship with the contact person/banker? Or is
the client not interested in having a close or near relationship with the contact person at all?
There is a classic dichotomy between relationship- versus (transaction) cost-orientation,
which we have discussed from the perspective of the bank elsewhere (see Fredriksson and
Docherty 1999, Fredriksson 2001a). The customers’ perspective on the issue of whether some
customers will be more receptive to maintaining service relationships than others have been
discussed by Bendapudi and Berry (1997). Obviously, not all customers of a service provider
firm have, or desire to have, long-term relationships with it, or with its personnel. Some few
years ago, Bendapudi and Berry (1997:16) argued that: “given the lack of research in this
area, it is currently not possible to segment customers on the basis of their receptivity to
relationship maintenance.”
Therefore, it would be highly interesting to test if there are two or three types of behaviors:
one for ‘relationship-oriented’ clients, one for ‘non relationship-oriented’ clients, and possibly
also one for ‘balanced’ (i.e., neither more ‘relationship-oriented’ or more ‘non relationshiporiented.
The client’s perspective on this key issue is asked about in item 19 in the questionnaire form.
The distribution for the ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ (item 19) among
Sydfors’ clients is shown in Figure 6.
Preference for Low Costs
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Preference for Low Costs

Figure 6: To be near or to have low costs? – the Sydfors’ clients view

The distribution for the ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ (item 19) among
Nordfors’ clients is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: To be near or to have low costs? – the Nordfors’ clients view

Below in Table 7, the aggregate branch office client distributions on this 5-scale item for the
Sydfors and Nordfors clients respectively are presented.

Table 7: Relationship- versus cost-orientation: client base profiles are significantly different
To be Near or to
have Low Costs?

Sydfors

Nordfors

Relationshiporiented

26 %

19 %

Balanced

33 %

40 %

Cost-oriented

41 %

41 %

I draw three conclusions from these results. First, about 60% of the clients are not mainly
interested in low costs, i.e. about 40% of the clients are more interested in low costs than in
having a good relationship with the contact person.
Secondly, a fairly high proportion of the surveyed clients are more relationship-oriented than
cost-oriented. For the other clients it can not be said that a good relationship with the contact
person is not perceived to be important. Particularly not so for the ”the balanced” clients
which attribute these two dimensions equivalent importance. ”The balanced” clients constitute
one third (33%) of Sydfors’ clients and two fifths (40%) of Nordfors’ clients. This ”business
is local” need of clients fits well with the decentralisation strategy of Handelsbanken. Major
elements of this strategy is to decentralise much of the decision power to the individual
contact person and to not reduce its branch office network – which other Swedish full-service
banks have done, with reference given to the rapid diffusion of e-banking.
Thirdly, clients of Sydfors are to a greater extent more relationship-oriented than what the
clients of Nordfors are. Among Sydfors clients slightly over one fourth (26%) of the clients
value a good relationship with the contact person higher than what they value low costs,
whereas less than one fifth (19%) of the clients of the Nordfors branch office value a good
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relationship with the contact person higher. The differences in client profiles are moderately
significant in this respect (t=2.3, p<0.05) on the aggregate branch office client level. The
average value for the Sydfors clients on the relationship- vs cost-orientation scale is 3.18,
while the average perceived value for Nordfors’ clients is 3.37 (a lower value on item 19
means more relationship-orientation). According to the deputy branch manager of Sydfors,
the local small-town culture of Sydfors means that clients in general perceive it to be positive
to have relationships with many banks.

’Contact person contact behaviour’
The ’Relationship- versus (low) cost-orientation attitude’ (item 19) is very likely associated
with whether the respondent turns her-/himself to the same contact person(s) or not when s/he
contacts the branch office. Item 98 divides the respondents into three groups: 3) Yes, always
turns to the same Contact person(s), 2) Yes, turns to the same Contact person(s) for advice
matters, etc, and 1) No, never contact a Contact person. In the following Table 8 the average
scores on the ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ item are presented for these three
‘contact person contact behaviour’ groups of clients for the two studied branch offices.

Table 8: Average scores on ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ for different types of
‘Contact person contact bahaviour’ groups for the two studied branch offices
’Relationship- versus costorientation attitude’
Sydfors clients
Nordfors clients

Always contact Contact
person(s)
2.94
(n=131)
3.14
(n=85)

Contact Contact person(s)
for advice matters, etc
3.19
(n=113)
3.38
(n=120)

Never contact a Contact
person
3.46
(n=97)
3.44
(n=158)

Among the Sydfors’ clients the pattern is as expected. In other words, the differences in
average ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation’ attitude between the different types of
’Contact person contact behaviour’ groups of clients are weakly significant among Sydfors’
clients. The Sydfors clients always contacting a contact person on average (mean=2.94)
weakly significantly is more relationship-oriented (t=1.80, p<0.10) than what the clients only
contacting a contact person for advice matters (mean=3.19) are. The latter group of clients, in
turn, weakly significantly are more relationship-oriented (t=1.68, p<0.10) than what the
clients never contacting a contact person for advice matters (mean=3.46) are. Based on these
results, we suggest that the branch office keep track of the ’Contact person contact behaviour’
for each individual in its CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system. The clients that
always contact a contact person are relationship-oriented to a greater extent than the other
clients. This flag in the CRM system of the branch office signals to the individual contact
person that this client value relationship-dimensions to a greater extent.
Among the Nordfors’ clients the pattern is also as expected, but the differences are not
significant. In other words, none of the differences in average ’Relationship- versus costorientation attitude’ between these three ’Contact person contact behaviour’ groups are
significant.
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Taking a look more closely on the Sydfors clients: Are there any differences between ebanking and office users of Sydfors as regards ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’
across the three ’Contact person contact behaviour’ groups (see Table 9)? T tests show that
there are no significant differences in average perceptions as regards the relationshiporientation per ’Contact person contact behaviour’ group for Sydfors e-banking users versus
Sydfors office users.

Table 9: Average scores on ’Relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ for different types of
‘Contact person contact bahaviour’ groups for the Sydfors branch office
’Relationship- versus costorientation attitude’
Sydfors e-banking users
Sydfors office users

Always contact Contact
person(s)
2.90
(n=94)
3.03
(n=37)

Contact Contact person(s)
for advice matters, etc
3.26
(n=65)
3.10
(n=48)

Never contact a Contact
person
3.31
(n=54)
3.65
(n=43)

However, Sydfors e-banking users that always contact a Contact person are moderately
significantly more relationship-oriented than the other types of ’Contact person contact
behaviour’ clients (t=2.2, p<0.05). And Sydfors office users that never contact a Contact
person are moderately significantly more cost-oriented than the other types of ’Contact person
contact behaviour’ clients (t=2.2, p<0.05).
Characteristics of e-banking and office users
As mentioned above, Mols (1999:296) concludes that ”the branch banking segment consists
of mostly elderly, computer-illiterate persons, who value personal relationships.” Mols (1999)
consistently concludes that the e-banking segment is comprised of persons that, among other
things, ”do not put a high value on their personal relationship with the local bank”. They are
also, according to Mols, computer-literate persons, relatively price-conscious, affluent and
well-educated.
Interestingly and somewhat unexpectedly, our survey results show tendencies towards the
opposite pattern from what Mols (1999) claims. As introduced earlier, item 19 in the
questionnaire captures ’the relationship- versus cost-orientation attitude’ of the clients. On the
aggregate survey level, the average e-banking user client to a greater extent is more
relationship-oriented (mean is 3.23; n=418) than what the average office user client is (mean
is 3.34; n=301). However, this difference in mean is not large enough to be significant. On the
Sydfors level the tendency is the same as on the aggregate survey level. The average ebanking user client to a greater extent is more relationship-oriented (mean is 3.11; n=214)
than what the average office user client is (mean is 3.29; n=133). But, not either this mean
difference is large enough to be significant. On the Nordfors level, however, there is no
difference in average between the e-banking users and the office users as regards ‘the
relationship- versus cost-orientation’ attitude.
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Table 10: To be near or to have low costs?: A slight difference across the Sydfors sub-samples

To be Near or to
have Low Costs?

Sydfors
eBanking

Sydfors
office

Relationshiporiented

28 %

26 %

Balanced

35 %

31 %

Cost-oriented

37 %

43 %

For high-income household clients, however, the results expectedly show tendencies towards
what Mols (1999) claims. On the aggregate survey level, the high-income e-banking users are
more cost-oriented (mean=3.32; n=151) than what the high-income office user clients are
(mean is 3.05; n=42). This difference in means is, however, not large enough to be significant.
As regards client needs for financial services, Birch and Young (1997) believed, e.g., that
younger clients value convenience more, whereas older and more affluent clients wish for
more positive perceptions about personal relationships. Our data suggest the opposite: The
younger clients value good relationships to a significantly greater extent than the other life
cycle phase groups (compare with the means in Table 11 below). The difference in average
evaluation between ‘Younger single/couple’ clients and each of the other life cycle phase
groups is moderately significant (p<0.05).

Table 11: To be near or to have low costs?: The younger single/couple clients are more relationshiporiented

Means

Rel.ship Balanced Cost
(Shares within Life-Cycle Phase)

Life-Cycle Phase
Younger single/couple
Children family
Older single/couple
Pensioner

3.16
3.34
3.26
3.31

26 %
21 %
24 %
24 %

40 %
36 %
34 %
34 %

34 %
43 %
42 %
42 %

The proposition made by Birch and Young (1997) that younger value convenience higher than
older is not confirmed by our data. On the contrary, there is a weakly significant association,
between convenience from making e-banking payments (item 46) and the life cycle phase
category variable, pointing in the opposite direction. The cross-table on e-banking users
(n=385) between these variables (χ2=20.9, p<0.10), shows that ‘Pensioner’ clients
(mean=4.64) and ’Older single/couple’ clients (4.41) to a slightly higher degree find it very
convenient to make e-banking payments than what ‘Younger single/couple’ (4.34) and
‘Children family’ (4.29) clients do. These differences in average scores are, though, not
significant.
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Existence of contact person relationship
It is reasonable to assume that clients that turn to a contact person (at the branch office)
perceive that they have a closer relationship with the bank than what clients not turning to a
contact person perceive to have. Our item 98 is an indicator of relationship closeness.
Gunnarsson et al (2000) in their study found that households that have fewer bank
relationships to a greater extent interact with contact persons. The results from our survey,
however, do not show such an association.
In our survey, 64% of the clients on the aggregate level turn her-/himself to a contact person
(item 98): 31% always turn to a contact person, whereas 33% turn to a contact person in
advice matters. Interestingly enough, there is a strongly significant difference (χ2=36.4,
p<0.001) between the Sydfors and Nordfors branches in this respect. 75% among e-banking
user clients and 67% among office user clients of Sydfors turn to a contact person (see Table
12 below), whereas 58% among e-banking user clients and 58% among office user clients of
Nordfors do the same.

Table 12: ’Contact person contact behaviour’ across the four sub-samples (n=726)
’Contact person
contact behaviour’
No
Yes, advicing
Yes, always
Total

Sydfors
e-banking
(n=216)
25%
30%
45%
100%

Sydfors
office
(n=141)
33%
38%
29%
100%

Nordfors
e-banking
(n=205)
42%
36%
22%
100%

Nordfors
office
(n=164)
42%
36%
22%
100%

Total

36%
33%
31%
100%

On this 3-scale item on contact person relationships or not, the mean difference between the
two branch offices is strongly significant (t=5.1, p<0.001) and also the association is
significant (χ2=25.3, p<0.001). 39% of Sydfors’ clients are always turning to a contact
person, while only a 23% share of Nordfors’ clients always do that. In addition, the same
share (33%) of these two sub-samples of clients turn to a contact person in advice matters.
A particularly salient result in Table 12 is the high share of e-banking users of Sydfors that
have contact with a contact person: 45% of them always contact a contact person at the office.
The e-banking users of Sydfors have contact with contact persons to a significantly greater
extent than what the office users of Sydfors do (t=2.77, p<0.01). For Nordfors clients,
however, there is no mean difference (at all) between the two groups of channel uses as
regards ’contact person contact behaviour’.
Based on this indicator of relationship closeness, a distinctively larger proportion of Sydfors’
clients is therefore assumed to have closer relationships with contact person(s) than what
Nordfors’ clients have.
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Income level influence on ’contact person contact behaviour’
On the aggregate level there is, as expected, a moderately significant difference between highincome and low-income clients when it comes to having a contact person relationship or not
(t=2.4, p<0.05). Among high-income clients 66% turn to a contact person, whereas 54%
among low-income clients do that. Among Sydfors high-income e-banking clients, 76% of
them turn to a contact person, while 61% of Sydfors high-income office clients do the same
(t=2.1, p<0.05). Among Nordfors high-income clients, the corresponding shares of clients
turning to a contact person are 54% and 50% respectively.
Are there any differences across different life cycle phases when it comes to turning to a
contact person or not? When focusing on the most interesting clients from the bank’s
perspective, i.e. the high-income clients, a clear pattern for clients in different life cycle
phases as regards contact with a contact person or not emerge. The association between
’contact person contact behaviour’ and ’life cycle phase’ for high-income clients, presented in
the contingency table Table 13 below, is strongly significant (χ2=81.8, p<0.001).

Table 13: ’Contact person contact behaviour’ among high-income household clients across different
life cycle phases in the four sub-samples (n=126)
Life cycle
phase
(high-income
households)
Younger
single/couple
Children family
Older
single/couple
Pensioner
Total

Sydfors
e-banking
(n=73)

Sydfors
office
(n=14)

Nordfors
e-banking
(n=30)

18%

Nordfors
office
(n=9)

10%

Total

13%

53%
27%

64%
14%

70%
17%

22%
78%

56%
27%

2%
100%

22%
100%

3%
100%

100%

4%
100%

Among high-income e-banking users, at Sydfors as well as at Nordfors, the children family
households is the prominently largest life cycle group as regards number of clients interacting
with a contact person. The total number of high-income Sydfors office users as well as highincome Nordfors office users is too few in order to being able to establish a robust pattern.
It is interesting to note from Table 13 above that all of the younger single/couple high-income
household clients belong to the e-banking user group at both the studied branch offices.

2.4. Channel use
Office visit frequency
Not surprisingly at all, there is a strongly significant difference (t=7.5, p<0.001) between ebanking users (mean=1.67; n=300) and office users (mean=2.29; n=282) when it comes to
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office visit frequency (item 72 reversed). Value 2 on the reversed item 72 scale means an
office visit frequency of once a month. As can be seen from Table 14 below, an e-banking
user on average visits the office less often than once a month. For Sydfors and Nordfors ebanking users means are 1.74 and 1.61 respectively, which both are lower than the value 2.
An office user, on the other hand, on average visits the office more often than once a month
(means are 2.17 and 2.39 respectively). On both the Sydfors level and the Nordfors level, the
mean differences in office visit frequency between e-banking users and office users are
strongly significant (t=3.8 and t=6.7 respectively, both with p<0.001).
As seen from the second column in Table 14, the proportion of clients visiting the office less
often than once a month is about double as high among e-banking users as among office
users.

Table 14: Office visit frequency characteristics of the four sub-samples (n=743)

Frequency
Office Visit
(2 = once a
month)
Mean

Sydfors eBanking
Sydfors office
Nordfors eBanking
Nordfors office

1,74
2,17
1,61
2,39

Share of
Clients visiting
less than once
a month (never)

70 %
36 %
72 %
33 %

(32 %)
(11 %)
(25 %)
(14 %)

Share of
Clients visiting
once a month
or more often

30 %
64 %
28 %
67 %

On the aggregate survey level, 22% of the clients (n=728) report that they do not visit the
office to do banking errands (item 71). Consistently, the proportion among e-banking users
that do not visit the office is higher than among office users. Among Sydfors e-banking users,
32% of them (n=216) do not visit the office, while there are 11% among Sydfors office users
(n=149) that do not visit the office (see the second column in Table 14 above). 25% among
Nordfors e-banking users (n=204) do not visit the office, while there are 14% among Sydfors
office users (n=174) that do not visit the office.
The alert reader now asks her-/himself: How come that there are ‘office users’ – i.e., drawn to
belong to our office user samples – that do not visit the office? One explanation for this
apparently unlogical result is that another member in the household does the banking errands
on behalf of the office user respondent, which means that the respondent does not visit the
office her-/himself.
Office visit frequency and household income
Is there some association between household income and how often the client visits the
office? Are high-income clients visiting the office more often, because they have more
complex errands to discuss?
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On the aggregate survey level, there is a moderately significant correlation between office
visit frequency (item 72 reversed) and household income (item 137). The Pearson correlation
coefficient between these two variables is: – 0.087 (p<0.05), meaning that the higher
household income the less fequently the client visits the office. The answer to the question
above is therefore: No. This result is possibly influenced by the current state-of-affairs that
most banking errand transactions are simple and not complex in nature. When running a
bivariate correlation analysis per sub-sample, it is only the Sydfors e-banking sample that
shows a significant correlation between office visit frequency and household income. For this
sub-sample the correlation is higher than what it is on the aggregate survey level: – 0.173
(p<0.05).
As regards office visit frequency per household income class for the four sub-samples (see
Table 15 below) there is only one moderately significant difference between “neighbouring”
household income classes: between low-income and mid-income Sydfors e-banking user
clients (t=2.4, p<0.05). There is also one weakly significant difference: between low-income
and mid-income Nordfors office user clients (t=1.9, p<0.10).

Table 15: Office visit frequency: mean frequency per household income class for the four subsamples (n=571)

Sydfors eBanking

Nordfors eBanking

Low

Mid

High

Low

Mid

High

2.23

1.62

1.68

1.58

1.57

1.68

Sydfors office

Nordfors office

Low

Mid

High

Low

Mid

High

2.07

2.31

2.10

2.25

2.60

2.39

40% of the low-income e-banking users of Sydfors visit the office two times a month or more,
which clearly is a higher proportion than among mid- and high income e-banking users of
Sydfors where this proportion is half as large (19%). Corollary, the pattern is the opposite
when it comes to the proportion of clients that visit the office seldomly. 36% of the lowincome e-banking users of Sydfors visit the office less frequently than once a month, which
clearly is a smaller proportion than among mid- and high income e-banking users of Sydfors
for whome this proportion is 62 and 57% respectively. Despite these clear differences, the
contingency table for the formed class variables of these two variables is not significant
(χ2=6.2; ns).
Among high-income clients the proportion of clients that do not visit the office are the
following: 30% among Sydfors high-income e-banking users (n=97) and 23% among
Nordfors high-income e-banking users (n=57).
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Office visit frequency and life cycle phase
On the aggregate survey level, there is a strongly significant covariation between office visit
frequency (item 72 reversed) and life cycle phase (based on items 132 and 134). The Pearson
correlation coefficient between these two variables is 0.197 (p<0.01, n=565), meaning that the
later life cycle phase the more frequently the client visits the office. There are 53% among
‘Younger single/couple’ and 51% among ‘Children family’ households that seldomly (i.e. less
than once a month) visit the office, while the proportion of seldom office visitors among
‘Pensioner’ households is less than half as large (23%). Among the ‘Pensioner’ households
44% visits the office often (i.e. defined as twice a month or more frequently).
On the aggregate survey level, the ‘Pensioner’ household group is significantly different from
the ‘Younger single/couple’, ‘Children family’ and ‘Older single/couple’ household groups as
regards office visit frequency. ‘Younger single/couple’ and ‘Children family’ households are
strongly significantly visiting the office less frequent than ‘Pensioner’ households (t=4.1 and
4.3 respectively, p<0.001). The ‘Older single/couple’ household group is moderately
significantly visiting the office less frequent than the ‘Pensioner’ household group (t=2.1,
p<0.05).
A bivariate correlation analysis between office visit frequency and life cycle phase per subsample does not result in a significant covariation for any one of the four sub-samples.
When comparing the life-cycle phase groups with each other, there is a higher proportion of
clients that do not visit the office among the ‘Younger single/couple’ households. Among
‘Younger single/couple’ e-banking users at Sydfors (n=48) there are 40% of them that do not
visit the office. This share is about the same among ‘Younger single/couple’ e-banking users
at Nordfors (n=46): 37%. For Nordfors e-banking users there is a weakly significant mean
difference between ‘Younger single/couple’ and ‘children family’ clients (t=1.7, p<0.10) in
this respect. The ‘Pensioner’ e-banking user group significantly distinguishes itself from the
other life cycle phase groups: none (0%) of them at both Sydfors and Nordfors do not visit the
office.

2.5. Impact from technology-based self-service use on
relationship strength
A recurring objection against the use of technology-based self-services is that relationships
are degenerating. Item 63 in our questionnaire focused on the perceptions about the following
possible consequence of technology-based self-service use: “I perceive that the more I use
Internet and other self-services the weaker my relationship with the bank becomes.”
Almost half (47%) of the e-banking clients of Sydfors perceive that their relationship with the
bank have become weaker as a result of use of e-banking or other self-services (see
Figure 8 below). 19% strongly agree (value 5 on the item) and 28% agree (value 4) with the
statement. These shares are almost exactly the same among the e-banking users of Nordfors:
17% strongly agree and 28% agree with this statement (see Figure 9 below).
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Figure 8: Half of the e-banking sample of Sydfors perceive weaker relationships from e-banking and
other self-services use
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Figure 9: Also half of the e-banking sample of Nordfors perceive weaker relationships from e-banking
and other self-services use

It is not surprising that the relationship with the branch office is perceived to become weaker
as the use of e-banking and other self-services increases. But – given that most e-banking
users also visit the office (see Table 14 in the ’Channel use’ section above: 68% of the
Sydfors e-banking users and 75% of the Nordfors e-banking users visit the office) – it is
surprising that as much as half of the respondents in the two e-banking samples perceive that
their relationship with the branch office is becoming weaker. “On the positive side”, almost
one third of the users in the two e-banking samples perceive that their relationship with the
branch office is becoming stronger as the use of e-banking and other self-services increases.
It is necessary for banks to decrease their costs, and one important means to achieve this end
is through enabling and prompting clients to do a lot of the banking service work themselves.
However, a strong and trusting relationship is partly built by face-to-face interactions between
the parties. Since as much as half of the e-banking users perceive that their relationships
becomes weaker as the use of e-banking and other self-services increases, it is reasonable to
assume that the use of technology-based self-services hurt the relationship for a substantial
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proportion of profitable private clients to the branch office. Naturally, how these clients
perceive the perceived weaker relationships depends upon their ‘relationship versus low cost’orientation.
The perception of weakening relationships with the bank is a particularly critical issue for the
branch office when the high-income clients have this perception. A cross-tabulation between
three categories built up from item 63 (stronger relationship, i.e. value 1 and 2 on item 63;
indifferent effect on relationship, value 3; weaker relationship, value 4 and 5 on item 63) and
household income classes do not, however, show a significant association between these two
category variables. Among high-income e-banking users, 30% of them perceive the
relationship to become stronger, 23% do not perceive any effect and 47% perceive the
relationship to become weaker as the use of e-banking and other self-services increases. Thus,
from a bank profitability perspective, our data do not suggest that there are any differences
across household income levels as regards how technology-based self-service use influence
on the relationship strength between the e-banking user and the (contact person at the) bank.
However, our data show differences across life cycle phase groups in this respect. On average
‘Older single/couple’ e-banking users (mean=3.60) to a moderately significantly higher
degree perceive that the relationship becomes weaker than what ‘Children family’ e-banking
users (mean=3.25) do (t=2.1, p<0.05). Between ‘Older single/couple’ e-banking users and
‘Younger single/couple’ e-banking users (mean=3.09) this difference in average perceptions
is even strongly significant (t=2.7, p<0.01). The managerial implication drawn from these
results is that the branch office should pay particular attention to the ‘Older single/couple’ ebanking users, since they as a group to a significantly higher degree perceive that their
relationships with the bank are becoming weaker, as the use of e-banking – and other selfservices – increases.
Office visit frequency behaviour and relationship-orientation attitude
If the case is that e-banking hurt the relationship, it is perceived important from the branch
office management perspective to explore if there are any differences in perceptions between
the e-banking users reporting that they do not visit the (physical) branch office and the one’s
reporting that they visit the (physical) branch office with a low frequency. Is it motivated for
the branch office to invite the self-reported non-visiting e-banking users to the branch office
three times a year? The design of our survey questionnaire do not fully match this
management issue, but our survey results offer some indications.
For the purpose of giving information on this managerial question, a new variable – out of
two items – was formed. The clients reporting that they visit the branch office once a month
or more often (item 72) was coded as ‘high-frequent (branch office) visitors’. The clients
reporting to visit the branch office less often than once a month (item 72) was coded as ‘lowfrequent visitors’. The clients reporting that they do not visit the branch office (item 71) was
coded as ‘very low-frequent visitors’. In Table 14 above these clients are reported as never
visiting the branch office. This term is perhaps not fully appropriate, since it is likely that
these clients at least at some rare occasions, for example when they apply for a loan, visit the
branch office. On the other hand, it is reasonable to make the assumption that these clients do
not visit the branch office more often than twice a year as a maximum. So, with the chosen
labels a somewhat reformulated question can be phrased like this: Is it worthwhile to try to
transform, or to “lurk”, the ‘very low-frequent visitors’ into being ‘low-frequent visitors’?
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Given this question, the ’Relationship- versus (low) cost-orientation attitude’ (item 19) of the
client is one relevant relationship predisposition characteristic to explore. On the aggregate
survey level, a cross-tabulation shows that there is no significant association between the
formed branch office visit frequency classes and the ’relationship- versus (low) costorientation attitude’. In other words, there is not a general pattern of relationship-oriented
clients visiting the branch office more often than what the low cost-oriented clients do.
On the sub-sample level, though, there is among Nordfors e-banking users a weakly
significant association between these two variables (χ2=14.2, p<0.10). As expected, ‘very
low-frequent visitors’ and ‘low-frequent visitors’ among the Nordfors e-banking users are low
cost-oriented to a higher degree and, corollary, relationship-oriented to a lower degree − than
what the ‘high-frequent visitors’ are. T tests show that the average ‘high-frequent’ Nordfors ebanking user moderately significantly (t=2.4, p<0.05) is relationship-oriented to a higher
degree (mean=2.98), than what the ‘very low-frequent’ Nordfors e-banking user (mean=3.46)
is. The difference between ‘high-frequent’ and ‘low-frequent’ Nordfors e-banking users
(mean=3.54) is even strongly significant (t=3.2, p<0.01). However, as indicated by these
mean values, there is no significant difference between the client groups of ‘very low-frequent
visitors’ and the ‘low-frequent visitors’ among the Nordfors e-banking users, as regards their
average ’Relationship- versus (low) cost-orientation attitude’. Thus, the ‘low-frequent
visitors’ are not more predisposed to value a good relationship with the contact person higher
than what the ‘very low-frequent visitors’ are. A corresponding comparison among the
Sydfors e-banking users show the same result. Their ‘low-frequent visitors’ (mean=3.17) are
not significantly more predisposed to value a good relationship with the contact person higher
than what their ‘very low-frequent visitors’ (mean=3.34) are.
Among the Nordfors office users, an unexpected result was found as regards an association
between relationship-orientation attitude (item 19) and office visit frequency behaviour. The
‘very-low frequent’ Nordfors office visitors weakly significantly (t=1.9, p<0.10) on average
value a good relationship with the contact person higher (mean=2.96) than what the ‘lowfrequent’ Nordfors office visitors (mean=3.48), and the ‘high-frequent’ Nordfors office
vistors (mean=3.48) do. Here is a deeper analysis called for: What are the explanations for
this seemingly paradoxical gap between attitude and behaviour for the ‘very low-frequent’
office visiting office clients of Nordfors?
Office visit frequency behaviour and perceived ‘relationship effect’
From the branch office’s perspective it might be important to consider if there is an
association between the perceived change in relationship strength due to technology-based
self-service use (item 63) − i.e. a possible relationship effect − and the branch office visit
frequency behaviour of the clients. A cross-tabulation analysis on our data on the aggregate
survey level show that there is no significant association between the e-banking users never
visiting the branch office (‘very low-frequent visitors’) versus the e-banking users visiting the
office (item 71), and their respective perceptions about how e-banking and other self-services
have influenced on their perceived relationship strength with the bank (item 63).
On the Nordfors e-banking user level, a t test shows that there is a weakly significant
difference (t=1.7, p<0.10) in the average perceived effect on relationship strength: As
expected, the ‘very low-frequent visitors’ to a lower degree perceive that the relationship
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strength due to technology-based self-service use has become weaker (mean=3.02) than what
the other clients perceive (mean=3.35). The managerial implication for Nordfors’ branch
management, based on this indicator, is that there is no need to try to transform their ‘very
low-frequent visitors’ to ‘low-frequent visitors’.
Among Sydfors e-banking users, however, there is no significant difference across the branch
office visit frequency classes as regards their perceptions about a relationship strength-effect
due to technology-based self-service use.
There is no significant difference between the client groups of ‘very low-frequent visitors’ and
the ‘low-frequent visitors’ among the two branch office samples of e-banking users as regards
their perceived ‘relationship effect from technology-based self-service use (item 63). Thus,
the ‘very low-frequent visitors’ on average do not significantly perceive that the relationship
strength due to technology-based self-service use has become weaker (mean Sydfors=3.35,
mean Nordfors=3.02) than what the ‘low-frequent visitors’ perceive (mean Sydfors=3.18,
mean Nordfors=3.30).

2.6. Communication media
Communication is a central building block of relationships. Therefore we included some
items in the questionnaire that capture the preferred communication medium as perceived by
the client – both when communication is bank-initiated and when it is client-initiated. Two of
these communication mode-oriented items in the questionnaire are the following:
• How does the client want to be contacted by the branch office? (item 96)
• How does the client want to contact the branch office? (item 97)
Preferred primary bank-initiated contact form
On the aggregate survey level, the bank-initiated contact form which is primarily preferred by
most clients is that the bank(er) phones the client up: 48% of the clients (n=741) prefer that.
The secondly most popular bank-initiated contact form (42%) is that the bank(er) mails the
client. Just 2% of the clients prefer a personal visit by the contact person as the primary bankinitiated contact form. There are no significant differences across the four sub-samples in this
respect.
From a bank profitability perspective, the first priority for the branch office management
should be to focus on satisfying the needs of the high-income clients. For high-income ebanking user clients, ’the contact person calling up’ is the preferred primary bank-initiated
contact form among most (56%) e-banking users (see Table 16 below, which contains the
distribution of preferences for the Sydfors e-banking users). Among mid- and low-income
clients, ’the contact person calling up’ and ’the contact person mailing’ have about the same
popularity as the primary bank-initiated contact form. A managerial implication for the branch
office management that can be made, based on these contact form results, is that it certainly
would be appreciated if the preferences on the individual client level are met (i.e. the one-toone marketing approach).
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19% of the high-income e-banking clients of Sydfors prefer e-mail as the primary contact
form. This share is distinctly higher than among low- and mid-income e-banking clients of
Sydfors.

Table 16: The preferred primary bank-initiated contact form across different household income
classes in the Sydfors e-banking sample (n=226)

Telephone
Mail
E-mail
Personal visit

Household Income Class
Low
Mid
High Total number/
contact medium
50 % 43 % 56 %
113
43 % 50 % 25 %
85
7%
6 % 19 %
27
1%
1

Total number/class

30

95

101

226

Among high-income office users at Sydfors (see Table 17 below) mail – not the telephone – is
the most preferred bank-initiated contact form. A comparatively low share (7%) of highincome office users at Sydfors – about one third of the share among Sydfors e-banking users –
prefer e-mail as the primary bank-initiated contact form.

Table 17: The preferred primary bank-initiated contact form across different household income
classes in the Sydfors office sample (n=162)

Telephone
Mail
E-mail
Personal visit

Household Income Class
Low
Mid
High
Total number/
contact form
55 % 45 % 36 %
77
39 % 54 % 53 %
77
7%
2
6%
1%
4%
4

Total number/class

65

69

28

162

Preferred primary client-initiated contact form
On the aggregate survey level, the client phoning the branch office up is the client-initiated
contact form that is primarily preferred by most clients. 50% of the clients (n=742) prefer
that. The secondly most popular primary client-initiated contact form is definitely not the
same as the secondly most popular primarily bank-initiated contact form, i.e. mail. Just 1% of
the clients prefer to mail to the branch office as the primary client-initiated contact form.
Instead, 41% of the clients prefer to make a personal visit at the branch office’s place. As
expected, the proportion of clients that want to make a personal visit at the bank(er)’s place
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differs substantially between e-banking users and office users: 30% and 55% respectively.
There is further a fairly large difference between e-banking users at Sydfors and Nordfors in
this respect: 24% and 37% respectively of these client groups prefer a face-to-face meeting
when they contact the branch office. Between office users of Sydfors and Nordfors, however,
there is no difference in this respect: 56% and 55% respectively of these user groups prefer a
face-to-face meeting.
The difference between office and e-banking users as regards preferred client-initiated contact
form (item 97) is strongly significant (t=5.1, p<0.001).
Does the preferred primary client-initiated contact form depend upon whether the client
recurrently turn her-/himself to the same contact person(s) or not? A cross-tabulation between
contact with contact person or not (item 98) and preferred primary client-initiated contact
form (item 97) where e-banking users were separated (”split” in SPSS language) from office
users resulted in a weakly significant association (χ2=12.3, p<0.10) between the two variables
for the e-banking user group (n=420). The results from this cross-tabulation are presented in
Table 18 below.

Table 18: ’Contact person contact behaviour’ and preferred primary client-initiated contact form
across the two studied channel use choices (n=721)
’Contact person
contact behavior’

No
Yes, advicing
Yes, always
Total

Telephone

office
38%
40%
53%
42%

eBank
53%
49%
67%
56%

Personal visit

office
60%
56%
47%
56%

eBank
34%
37%
20%
30%

E-mail and mail

office
2%
4%
2%

eBank
13%
14%
13%
14%

Total

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

These results indicates that an average e-banking user to a higher degree prefer to phone the
branch office than the average office user does. This is particularly so for the e-banking users
that always contact the same contact person. 67% of them prefer to phone the contact person,
while 53% of the office users in the same category have the same preference. Also among the
group of clients that do not turn to a contact person at all, e-banking users to a greater extent
prefer the telephone than the office users: 53% versus 38%. Among office users that do not
turn to a specific contact person, such a high proportion as 60% of them prefer to visit the
office when they contact the branch office. Does this lack of a personal relationship with a
contact person imply that the client want to compensate for perceived uncertainty through a
face-to-face meeting?

Preferred primary client-initiated contact form and high-income e-banking users
Again taking a bank profitability perspective, a cross tabulation on ‘Contact person contact
behaviour’ and ‘Preferred primary client-initiated contact form’ for high-income clients was
also run. The contingency table result for office users is not significant. But for e-banking
users there is a weakly significant association between these category variables (χ2=8.3,
p<0.10). The distribution of the respondents’ preferences is presented in Table 19 below. One
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interesting result is that the e-banking users that always turn to the same contact person(s) to a
greater extent prefer to use the telephone – and to a correspondingly lesser extent prefer a
personal visit. Two thirds (65%) of the high-income e-banking users prefer to phone the
contact person at the branch office. As seen from Table 19 below, this preference
distinguishes the high-income e-banking users as a group from the clients that turn to the
same contact person(s) only for advicing matters or do not turn to (a) contact person(s) at all.
The difference between high-income office versus e-banking users as regards preferred clientinitiated contact form (item 97) is moderately significant (t=2.1, p<0.05).

Table 19: ’Contact person contact behaviour’ and preferred primary client-initiated contact form
for high-income e-banking users (n=153)
’Contact person
contact behaviour’
No
Yes, advicing
Yes, always
Total

Telephone

Personal visit

E-mail and mail

Total

45%
44%
65%
49%

37%
34%
15%
34%

18%
22%
20%
17%

100%
100%
100%
100%

Does the preferred primary client-initiated contact form depend upon whether the client
recurrently turn her-/himself to the same contact person(s) or not? A cross-tabulation between
contact person or not (item 98) and preferred primary client-initiated contact form (item 97)
where the four sub-samples were separated (”split” in SPSS language) resulted in a weakly
significant association (χ2=11.7, p<0.10) between the variables for the Sydfors e-banking user
group (n=215). For the three other sub-samples there is no significant association. The results
for the Sydfors e-banking group is presented in Table 20 below. For the Sydfors e-banking
clients always turning to a contact person, the telephone is even more preferred as a contact
form than for the e-banking users on the aggregate survey level. For the clients turning to a
contact person only in advicing matters or not turning to a contact person at all within the
Sydfors e-banking group, personal visits are to a lesser extent preferred than for the e-banking
users on the aggregate survey level. For the latter kind of clients, e-mail and mail to a greater
extent are preferred than for the e-banking users on the aggregate survey level.

Table 20: ‘Contact person contact behaviour’ and preferred primary client-initiated contact form
for Sydfors e-banking users (n=215)
’Contact person
contact
behaviour’
No
Yes, advicing
Yes, always
Total

Telephone

Personal visit

E-mail and mail

Total

56%
49%
73%
62%

26%
32%
18%
24%

18%
19%
9%
14%

100%
100%
100%
100%
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Preferred primary client-initiated contact form if e-banking use problems arise
Item 68 in the questionnaire captures the perceptions among clients about the preferred
primary client-initiated contact form if e-banking use problems arise.
Using the telephone is the most extensively preferred client-initiated contact form if ebanking use problems arise among e-banking users. 55% of the e-banking users (n=399)
prefer to use the telephone: 32% of the e-banking users prefer to phone her/his contact person
and 23% of them prefer to phone any banker. Using the Internet when e-banking use
problems arise is the secondly most popular contact form (27%). 12% prefer to visit her/his
contact person at the office and 6% prefer to visit a(ny) banker at the branch office.
As seen from Table 21 below, using the Internet as the preferred client-initiated contact form
is not distinctly more preferred among high-income e-banking clients than in the other income
segments.

Table 21: The preferred client-initiated contact form if e-banking use problems arise across different
household income classes (n=395)

Household Income Class
Low
Mid
High
visiting my contact person
visiting the office
phoning my contact person
phoning the office
using Internet

14 %
10 %
30 %
19 %
27 %
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13 %
6%
32 %
26 %
23 %

11 %
6%
31 %
21 %
31 %
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3. Customer loyalty
Service organizations are continually looking for ways to increase customer loyalty.
Managers whose primary “product” is a service find that it is troublesome for their customers
to evaluate their offerings. Two reasons for this is the intangible nature of services and that
services are heavily dependent upon the performance of people.
Research on customer loyalty has focused mainly on product-related or brand loyalty,
whereas relatively little research has examined loyalty to service organizations, i.e. service
loyalty (Gremler & Brown 1996). It has been argued that service loyalty is different from
brand loyalty in some aspects: (1) services provide more opportunities for person-to-person
interactions, which, in turn, provide opportunities for loyalty to develop (Parasuraman et al
1985), (2) service loyalty is more dependent on the development of interpersonal relationships
as opposed to (tangible) product loyalty, (3) perceived risk is often greater when purchasing
services than goods (Murray 1991), which provides an atmosphere more likely to result in
customer loyalty.
The research literature suggests that the service loyalty concept consists of three separate
dimensions: behavioral loyalty, attitudinal loyalty and cognitive loyalty. Early studies focused
almost only on the behavioral dimension (such as repeat purchasing of a particular brand over
time) of loyalty (Jacoby & Chestnut 1978).
To measure only behavioral indicators on loyalty may give misleading information. Because,
as Day (1969) has pointed out: Behavioral loyalty does not capture information about, so
called, spurious loyalty. By spurious loyalty is meant a situation where the customer (still)
purchases, but her/his attitude is more or less negative. Also, high repeat purchase may reflect
situational constraints, whereas low repeat purchase may indicate variety seeking or different
usage situations. Thus, behavioral definitions on loyalty are insufficient to explain how and
why (brand/service/provider/store) loyalty is developed and/or modified (Dick & Basu 1994).
A view in the same vein is expressed by Bloemer and Kasper (1995), who argue that loyalty
should not only be defined in terms of behaviour, but also in terms of commitment or
attitudinal loyalty.
Claims for higher requirements on how the loyalty concept should be defined has been made.
For example, Dwyer et al (1987) argue that being committed to a relational exchange for the
truly loyal customer means that s/he do not seriously consider or actively seek alternative
service providers. This form of loyalty has been termed a “cognitive” form of loyalty (Lee &
Zeiss 1980).

The importance of service loyalty
There are a number of rationales for the attractiveness of having a high service loyalty. Longterm customers present higher returns and less risk. Secondly, a greater knowledge about a
customer can result in a wider selling to the present customer. Thirdly, marketing and
maintenance costs are lower for present, compared to new, clients. Thus, there are certainly
certain segments of customers with whome a relationship strategy can be a win-win situation
for both parties.
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In markets where product or service differences are marginal, retaining current customers
becomes important to future exixtence for most companies. Customer loyalty is therefore key
to profitability (Reichheld & Sasser 1990). For managers it is, consequently, important to
know what the important drivers for customer loyalty are.
Murphy (1996) refers to data in a report published by The Council on Financial Competition,
Washington, DC, dated 1995, where − as one of the examples − Cumberland Bank’s (USA)
analysis of the top 5% of their branch customer base reveal that:
- these top clients generated 40% of total deposits;
- a 5% increase in retention among top clients yielded a 24% increase in profitability,
and
- the minimum balance of the top 20% of clients was $20,000.
These figures confirm the value possible to achieve for a bank from developing long-term
relationships with its clients. Murphy (1996:75) presents the following reasons explaining
why clients become profitable over time:
• Over time, retail bank customers tend to increase their holding of other products from across the
range of financial products/services available.
• Long-term customers are more likely to become a referral source.
• The longer a relationship continues, the better a bank can understand the customer and his or her
needs and preferences and so the greater the opportunity to tailor products and services and crosssell the product/service range.
• Customers in long-term relationships are more comfortable with the service, the organization,
methods and procedures. This helps to reduce operating costs and costs arising from customer
error.

Behavioral loyalty
How can loyalty be measured? In studies on loyalty in the retail banking sector, the number of
banks used (item 1 in our questionnaire form: ’multi-bank relationships’) is often used as a
simple behavioral indicator on loyalty.
On the aggregate survey level, 51% of the respondents (n=705) have regular interaction only
with one bank. 32% of the respondents have regular interaction with two banks. Thus, 17% of
the respondents in our survey have regular interaction with three or more banks.

Loyalty as multi-bank relationships
e-banking users on average have relationships with, or regularly interact with – as it is
phrased in item 1 in the questionnaire – 1,80 banks. Office users, on average, have
relationships with a lower number of banks: 1,52 banks. Thus, office users are more loyal.
This difference in average number of bank relationships is strongly significant (t=3.4,
p≤0.001).
High-income clients turn to more banks than what mid- and low-income clients do (χ2=66.4,
p<0.001). The average number of bank relationships for high-income clients is 2.02, which is
strongly significantly more than the average for mid-income (1.74; t=2.7, p<0.01) and lowincome clients (1.26; t=7.0, p<0.001). As a group, the high-income clients therefore can be
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characterized as behaving somewhat more disloyal. This result confirms the result achieved
by Gunnarsson et al (2000).
On the channel user group level, there are strongly significant differences between high- and
low income clients for both the e-banking and office user groups as regards the average
number of banks which the client has regular interactions with. For e-banking users the
averages for these two income class groups are: 1.99 and 1.30 respectively (t=5.4, p<0.001).
For office users these averages are: 2.12 and 1.24 respectively (t=3.9, p<0.001). The
difference between high- and mid-income clients, however, has varied significance within the
two channel user groups. Mid-income office users have on average 1.62 bank relationships,
which is strongly significantly lower than for high-income office users. But mid-income ebanking users (on average 1.82 bank relationships) are not significantly different from highincome e-banking users in this respect. Mid-income e-banking users are, though, significantly
different from low-income e-banking users as regards number of banks (t=3.5, p≤0.001).
Thus, both high-income and mid-income e-banking users are more disloyal in this respect
than what the low-income e-banking users are.
Attitudinal loyalty
Also when it comes to attitudinal loyalty, with ’multi-bank relationship attitude’ as one
indicator (item 12), there is a significant difference between e-banking users and office users
(t=3.1, p<0.01). E-banking users to a significantly higher degree perceive that ’there are many
advantages with having business with many banks’. Although the average difference on this
indicator of attitudinal loyalty between e-banking users (2.27) and office users (2.01) is
significant, it should be noted that the average perceptions of both channel user groups are
positioned on the low value side on the 5 point-scale, i.e. the respondents to a high extent
disagree with the statement that ’there are many advantages with having business with many
banks’.
When it comes to banking services, as mentioned before, it seems as the degree of attitudinal
differentiation is low since the services of different banks are not clearly differentiated from
each other in the consumers’ minds. Therefore, knowledge about, and ability to distinguish
between competing providers’ services is an important attitudinal indicator of loyalty (cf. item
25). If the client does not have a good knowledge about the service range of different banks
this can be interpreted as if the client has not made an informed bank choice decision. Not
surprisingly, Gunnarsson et al (2000) found that the segments which think that they have
good knowledge about other banks’ service ranges to a somewhat greater extent turn
themselves to more banks, approximately to two banks. On the aggregate survey level, the
contingency table between number of bank relationships (item 1) and perceived knowledge
about the service range of different banks (item 25) is strongly significant (χ2=64.2, p≤0.001).
There is a significant positive correlation between these two variables for e-banking users
(r=0.21, p<0.001) – but not for office users, for ‘Children family’ clients (r=0.19, p≤0.001) –
but not for the other life cycle phase groups, and for mid-income clients (r=0.15, p<0.01). The
correlation for high-income clients is not significant (r=0.11).
There are significant differences between e-banking users and office users as regards both
behaviour and attitude towards ’multi-bank relationships’. Based on these results, the
conclusion therefore is that office users are more loyal, both in behaviour and in attitude, to
the surveyed branch offices than what the e-banking users are.
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On the sub-sample level, there are significant differences between the Nordfors sub-samples –
but not between the Sydfors sub-samples – as regards both behavioral (t=3.2, p<0.01) and
attitudinal loyalty (t=3.1, p<0.01). The Nordfors e-banking users on average have
relationships with 1.79 banks, while the Nordfors office users on average have relationships
with 1.43 banks.
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4. Determinants of loyalty
Despite the general agreement among businessmen and academic scholars about the
fundamental importance for all businesses to achieve customer loyalty among its current
customers, Gremler and Brown (1996:171) argue that there is relatively little known about
what factors that are driving customer loyalty:
Academics and practitioners alike agree that loyalty is an integral part of doing business. Few, if
any, businesses can survive without establishing a loyal customer following. Surprising, however,
in spite of its obvious importance to all businesses, relatively little is known about customer loyalty.
Experts have struggled to define precisely what being a loyal customer means, and meager
progress has been made in determining what factors lead to customer loyalty. So, although
customer loyalty is considered the “back-bone of business”, it has remained a mystery.

Back in 1990, Czepiel (1990) argued that the marketing research literature lacks strong
theoretical frameworks on factors leading to the development of loyalty.
A decade later, Johnson et al (2001:231) proposed a structural model where five drivers of
customer loyalty are proposed: customer satisfaction, corporate image, price (attractiveness),
affective commitment and calculative commitment.4 Their proposed customer loyalty model
was tested on the national sample of 6,900 customers surveyed in the Norwegian Customer
Satisfaction Barometer (Andreassen & Lindestad 1998b, Andreassen & Lervik 1999).
Customers to five service industries were surveyed: airlines, banks, buses, gas stations and
trains. In this particular study, the direct effects from these five drivers on customer loyalty
for banks were as follows: 0.29 (customer satisfaction), 0.17 (corporate image), 0.10 (price
attractiveness), 0.34 (affective commitment) and 0.05 (calculative commitment). The first
four of these path coefficients were all significant on the 5% level (Johnson et al 2001:237).
Thus, in this particular study affective commitment was found to have the strongest direct
effect on customer loyalty in the bank industry.
In the remainder of this chapter, these five determinants of loyalty will be introduced and for
each of them some empirical data from our survey study will be presented and discussed.

4.1. Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is a necessary condition for developing service loyalty. However,
satisfied customers are not automatically loyal customers. Cronin and Taylor (1992) and
Fornell (1992) claim that satisfied customers may not be sufficient to create loyal customers.
Reichheld (1993:71) supports this argument in the following way:
Customer satisfaction is not a surrogate for customer retention. While it may seem intuitive that
increasing customer satisfaction will increase retention and therefore profits, the facts are
contrary. Between 65% and 85% of customers who defect say they were satisfied or very satisfied
with their former supplier.
4

Also a sixth driver is proposed, i.e. complaint handling, but this factor is disregarded here.
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A number of studies have found a positive correlation between customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Bolton & Drew 1991, Fornell 1992, Anderson & Sullivan 1993 and Bloemer &
Kasper 1995). The immediate consequences of increased satisfaction are decreased customer
complaints and increased customer loyalty (Hirschman 1970).
Bloemer and Kasper (1995), focusing on brand loyalty, conclude that the relationship between
satisfaction and loyalty is not simple and straightforward. Their study show that the extent of
elaboration, or comparison, made – i.e. the extent of explicit comparison between
expectations and performance – have a moderating effect on the effect of satisfaction on
loyalty. They denote a non-existing explicit, or weakly held, comparison as ‘latent
satisfaction’ and an explicit, or strongly held, comparison between expectations and
performance as ‘manifest satisfaction’. Expressed in these terms their research showed that
the positive impact of manifest satisfaction on loyalty is greater than what the positive impact
of latent satisfaction on loyalty is.
Service quality and perceived service performance
As regards (service) loyalty, perceived service quality as well as satisfaction have been
identified as key determinants in banking, as well as in other service industries (Dick & Basu
1994). Service encounters between customers and contact personnel are a critical component
of service quality (Chandon et al 1997) and in the marketing of services (Crosby et al 1990,
Czepiel 1990). This is particularly so for services characterised by a high degree of person-toperson interaction. For contact personnel, engaging in good interactions with customers is a
major concern, since the customer comes away from the service interaction with feelings of
satisfaction or frustration (ibid.). Berry (1983) argues that service loyalty is more dependent
on the development of interpersonal relationships as opposed to (tangible) product loyalty. A
contact person can be described as having the role of being a ‘relationship manager’. Crosby
et al (1990) argue that it is – in part – the quality of the relationship between the contact
person/relationship manager and the customer that determines the probability of a continued
interchange between the parties in the future.
In the services context, intangible service quality attributes such as reliability and confidence
may play a major role in building or maintaining loyalty (Dick & Basu 1994).
The perceived service performance is one indicator of sevice quality, building up customer
satisfaction. On the aggregate survey level the clients on average attribute the score 4.20 (on a
five-point Likert scale) on Handelsbanken’s service performance (item 6 in the
questionnaire). But, given the perceived high general valuation level from the respondents of
the surveyed branch offices’ service performance, it is interesting to note that there are
significant differences in the perceptions between e-banking users and office users. The ebanking users, on average, report distinctly lower valuations about Handelsbanken’s service
performance than what the office users do. Our data show that the e-banking users, on
average, strongly significantly (t=3.3, p<0.01) rate Handelsbanken’s service performance
lower (4.12) than what the office users (4.31) do.
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‘Perceived competence of contact person’
In the exploratory research of Parasuraman et al (1985), ‘Competence’ was identified as one
of the determinants of service quality. These researchers defined ‘Competence’ as the
possession of the required skills and knowledge to perform the service.
This factor is also founded in on of the criteria of ‘good perceived service quality’ suggested
by Grönroos (1990:47): ‘Professionalism and Skills’. According to Grönroos,
‘Professionalism and Skills’ is an outcome-related determinant of good service quality, i.e. the
client is influenced by what s/he actually receives from his/her interactions with the service
provider in its evaluation of the service provider.
The ‘Contact person competence’ factor was operationalised by using two items in the
questionnaire (item 117 and 129) and computing the average from the sum of these items.
These two items capture dimensions such as the perceived degree of expert knowledge and
sound judgement of the contact person/the bank (see Appendix A and cf. Morgan & Hunt
1994, Berry 1995, Bitner 1995).
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=6.62, p<0.01) perceive a lower degree of
contact person competence (3.78) than what the office users on average (4.27) do.
‘Contact person reliability and communication’
We have also formed a factor out of two of the identified determinants of service quality from
Parasuraman et al’s (1985) exploratory study, ‘Reliability’ and ‘Communication’. According
to these researchers, ‘Reliability’ involves consistency of performance and dependability and
‘Communication’ implies keeping customers informed in language they can understand and
listening to them. ‘Reliability’ is also one of the five indicators of perceived service quality in
the SERVQUAL instrument (Zeithaml et al 1988).
The ‘Contact person reliability and communication’ factor was operationalised by using four
items in the questionnaire (item 112, 115, 118 and 120) and computing the average from the
sum of these items. Cronbach alpha for this ‘Contact person reliability and communication’
factor was 0.85. These items capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/bank’s
perceived degree of fulfilling its promises, its ability to inform the client in a language that the
client can understand, its degree of being available and its degree of pro-active conduct in
bringing banking errands/businesses to an end (see Appendix A and cf. Parasuraman et al
1985, Paulin et al 2000a).
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=2.6, p<0.01) perceive a lower degree of
‘Contact person reliability and communication’ (4.02) than what the office users on average
(4.20) do.
‘Contact person client-orientation’
In the business-to-business (or commercial) banking context, Paulin et al (2000a) in their
study on banks in France conclude that despite the current emphasis on new technology,
contact personnel remain important for the success of professional business-to-business
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services. These authors stress that an important role of contact personnel is to balance
technical, administrative and social competencies. This requires a client-oriented
organisational culture (Paulin et al 1999).
A ‘Contact person client-orientation’ factor was operationalised by using six items in the
questionnaire (item 103, 108, 113, 116, 119 and item 121) and computing the average from
the sum of these items. Cronbach alpha for this client-orientation factor was 0.78. These items
capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/the bank’s ability to identify the real needs of
the client, extent of follow-up activities, degree of responsiveness, degree of long-term
orientation and interest in current clients (see Appendix A and cf. Paulin et al 2000a).
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=3.92, p<0.01) perceive a lower degree of
mutuality (3.37) in their relationships with the local branch office than what the office users
on average (3.63) do.
As regards the client-orientation factor, the average office user at Nordfors to a higher degree
perceive the branch office to be client-oriented (3.65) than what the average e-banking user
(3.33) does. This difference is strongly significant (t=3.2, p<0.01). The corresponding
difference among Sydfors clients is moderately significant (t=2.4, p<0.05).
The high-income clients on average report a lower value on the client-orientation factor (3.34)
than what the low-income clients on average (3.66) do. This difference in average evaluation
is strongly significant (t=3.0, p<0.01). There is a weakly significant (t=1.7, p<0.10) difference
in the average perceptions of client-orientation between high-income clients and mid-income
clients (3.46).
The ‘Pensioner’ clients distinguish themselves clearly as a group from the other life cycle
phase groups also when it comes to perceived client-orientation. The ‘Pensioner’ clients on
average mark higher on client-orientation (3.91) than what the other life cycle phase groups
do. These differences in relation to the other life cycle phase groups are all strongly
significant (p≤0.01).
‘Timely communication of contact person’
We have also renamed another factor among the identified determinants of service quality
from Parasuraman et al’s (1985) exploratory study, ‘Understanding/knowing the customer’,
which involves the effort to understand the customer’s needs. This involves learning the
customer’s specific requirements and providing individualized attention.
However, the items from the questionnaire (item 105, 109 and 114) forming this factor is, in
our opinion, better captured by the concept ‘Timely communication of contact person’. Paulin
et al (2000a) classify this factor as an indicator of relationship strength and calls it simply for
‘Communication’. The Cronbach alpha for this ‘Timely communication’ factor was 0.80.
These items capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/bank’s degree of providing the
client with individualized attention as regards changes in the service range of the bank and
changes in the client’s household economy situation (see Appendix A and cf. Parasuraman et
al (1985), Paulin et al 2000a).
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E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=3.74, p<0.01) perceive a lower degree of
‘Timely communication’ (3.08) than what the office users on average (3.43) do.

4.2. Corporate image
Corporate image, or brand strength, was in the service marketing literature early identified as
an important factor in the overall evaluation of the service and the service provider firm
(Grönroos 1984). Corporate image is established and developed in the consumers’ minds
through communication and experience. When consumers are satisfied with the services
provided by the service provider, their attitude towards the company is improved. This
attitude, in turn, positively influence on the consumers’ satisfaction with the company
(Andreassen & Lindestad 1998a).
A good corporate image (i.e. a positive attitude toward a company) stimulates repeat purchase
from a service provider by simplifying decision rules. Corporate image is an issue of attitudes
and beliefs with regard to customer satisfaction and consumer behaviour (Fornell 1992), and
it is a function of the cumulative effect of customer (dis)satisfaction (ibid.). A favourable
corporate image has since long been considered as a critical aspect of a firm’s ability to
maintain its market position, as corporate image has been considered related to customer
patronage (Korgaonkar et al 1985).
There is some evidence that loyalty is determined by corporate image (Murphy 1996). Based
on an empirical study, Andreassen and Lindestad (1998a) claim that when services are
complex − and therefore difficult to evaluate − and they are subject to high-involvement and
infrequently purchased, corporate image is believed to influence positively on loyalty. For
such services Andreassen and Lindestad (1998a) suggest that corporate image rather than
customer satisfaction is the main predictor of customer loyalty. Corporate image, in turn, is an
outcome from − rather than a driver of − customer satisfaction, since corporate image is
affected by the client’s more recent experiences, or satisfaction.
A ‘Corporate image’ factor was operationalised by using seven items in the questionnaire
(item 5 to item 10 and item 20) and computing the average from the sum of these items.
Cronbach alpha for this client-orientation factor was 0.90. These items capture dimensions
such as the previous experiences and the current satisfaction with the services provided by the
bank, the bank’s degree of trustworthiness and being confidence-inspiring, its reputation and
the client’s willingness to recommend the bank to others (see Appendix A and cf. Jain et al
1987, Liljander & Strandvik 1995, Ojasalo 1999, Paulin et al 2000a). All these seven items
evolve around attitudes toward the Handelsbanken bank or the local Handelsbanken branch
office.
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=3.38, p<0.01) perceive a lower corporate
image (4.09) of the local branch office than what the office users on average (4.24) do.
This pattern is the same on the branch office level. The Sydfors e-banking users on average
perceive the corporate image factor for the local Handelsbanken branch office to be lower
(4.11) than what the Sydfors office users on average (4.24) do. This difference in mean is
moderately significant (t=2.0, p<0.05). Among Nordfors clients the difference in perception
between e-banking users (4.07) and office users (4.25) is strongly significant (t=2.8, p<0.01).
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The high-income clients on average have a lower appraisal of the corporate image of the
Handelsbanken branch office (4.02) than what the low-income clients on average (4.27) have.
This difference in average perception is strongly significant (t=3.6, p<0.001). The highincome clients on average also have a lower appraisal of the corporate image than what the
mid-income clients on average (4.14) have (t=2.2, p<0.05).
“The reputation” of the local Handelsbanken branch office is particularly strong among the
‘Pensioner’ clients (4.53). This average perception is strongly significantly (5.3≥t≤8.1,
p<0.001) higher than for the other life cycle phase groups.
The perceived service performance is one critical determinant of customer satisfaction. Item 6
in the questionnaire is one of the indicators building up the corporate image factor. On the
aggregate survey level the clients attribute the score 4.20 (on a five-point Likert scale) on
Handelsbanken’s service performance. But, given the perceived high general valuation level
from the respondents of the surveyed branch offices’ service performance, it is interesting to
note that there are significant differences in perceptions between e-banking users and office
users. The e-banking users consistently report distinctly lower valuations of Handelsbanken’s
service performance than what the office users do. On average, the e-banking users strongly
significantly (t=3.3, p<0.01) rate Handelsbanken’s service performance lower (4.12) than
what the office users (4.31) do.

4.3. Price (attractiveness)
The direct effect of price (attractiveness) on loyalty in Johnson et al’s (2001) study was
positive and significant in two of the five surveyed service industries, banks and airlines. For
banking the path coefficient was 0.10 (p. 240). Since banks and airlines are two relatively
price-competitive industries, the authors conclude that it makes sense that the influence from
price (attractiveness) on loyalty is greatest in these two – out of the five studied – industries.
Andreassen et al (2000) suggest that ‘perceived price (attractiveness)’ has a direct effect on
customer loyalty. They also suggest that in those cases where customer satisfaction
evaluations are weaker, price (attractiveness) and/or quality should have more direct effects
on loyalty.
Andreassen et al (2000:400) suggest that a perceived price (attractiveness) factor is built up
by price evaluated relative to a variety of benchmarks, such as comparing the price of the
service with the expected price, the average price on the market, price last paid, and price
given quality.
In section 4.5 below, the results from the survey concerning two price components are
presented: the perceived importance of dissatisfaction with service charge and perceived
importance of dissatisfaction with the interest rate.
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4.4. Affective commitment
Relationship commitment
Commitment in service provider-customer relationships has been defined as “an implicit or
explicit pledge of relational continuity between exchange partners” (Dwyer et al 1987).
Parties identify commitment among themselves as very important to achieve valuable
outcomes for themselves, and therefore they make efforts to develop and maintain this
valuable attribute of their relationship (Morgan & Hunt 1994). Allen and Meyer (1990),
focusing on organizational commitment, argue that the term commitment refers to a
psychological state that binds the individual to the organization, and thereby makes turnover
less likely.
Along with the evolution from transactional to relational approaches to customers, the concept
of relationship commitment is considered important. Johnson et al (2001:233) introduce this
concept in the following way:
Relationship commitment picks up on those dimensions that keep a customer loyal to a service or a
company even when corporate image and/or satisfaction are low.

There may be some beneficial consequences from high levels of commitment (Kumar et al
1994). High levels of commitment should lead to a strong intention to stay as well as a strong
desire to stay in a relationship. High levels of commitment should lead to high levels of
performance (e.g., the customer’s contribution to the service provider’s sales and profits), and
it may encourage both partners to make additional investments in their relationship (ibid.).
One dimension of relationship commitment is the level of involvement that customers have
with a brand or a service provider firm. This commitment serves as a psychological barrier to
switching service provider (Andreassen et al 2000). Based on Dick and Basu (1994) it can be
suggested that bank commitment is a necessary condition for bank loyalty to occur. In case of
lacking bank commitment, repeat visiting behaviour is governed by inertia (so called spurious
loyalty). Generally speaking: Consumers whose patronage is not based on loyalty to the bank
can easily be attracted by competitors through, eg, new service offerings or pricing strategies.
According to Levesque and McDougall (1996), the occurence of committed relationships
between a client and her/his bank is becoming increasingly scarce in the new financial
services market place.
Relationship commitment can, as suggested by Johnson et al (2001: 234, 240), be divided in
two “separate” components: affective and calculative commitment.

Affective commitment
Affective commitment captures perceived emotional aspects of the relationship being built up
over time. Affective commitment serves as a psychological barrier for the consumer to
swiching service provider. Customers with strong affective commitment remain with the
service provider because they want to, based on their positive affect toward toward the service
provider (Allen & Meyer 1990).
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Calculative commitment
According to Becker (1960), continuity is maintained because of the perceived costs of doing
otherwise. Commitment between exchange partners develop because of investments made in
the relationship or the lack of (perceived better) alternatives, resulting in switching costs
associated with leaving (Weiss & Anderson 1992). The switching cost concept captures
perceived economic consequences and costs and other “rational” aspects associated with
doing otherwise, such as for example switching product or switching service provider. Kumar
et al (1994) phrase this as that the term calculative commitment describes the instrumental
reasoning in which parties facing high switching costs engage.
If there is a perceived lack of (better) alternatives this increases the perceived costs associated
with leaving the service provider. The concept calculative commitment therefore includes the
degree to which customers are held hostage to a particular service provider. Customers with
strong calculative commitment remain with the service provider because they need to, given
the perceived costs of terminating the relationship (Allen & Meyer 1990)5.
It is concluded by Johnson et al (2001:241) that the significant positive effect of affective
commitment on loyalty, in four out of their five surveyed service categories, was one of their
most important findings. In this study, the path coefficient from affective commitment to
loyalty for banks was 0.34, which was the strongest direct effect among the drivers on
customer loyalty.
Personal interaction is naturally a necessary and important mechanism to build affective
commitment. Selnes and Hansen (2001) argue that self-service without a minimum of personal
interaction will have a negative effect on customer loyalty. In the e-banking context, there is
accordingly an obvious risk for decreased client loyalty among those e-banking users that
never visit the office.
As previously presented in Table 13, as much as 32% of the e-banking users of Sydfors
(n=212) and 26% of the e-banking users of Nordfors (n=199), report that they never visit the
office (item 71). As regards the high-income segment of the e-banking users, these shares are
slightly lower: 30% at Sydfors and 23% of the high-income e-banking users at Nordfors never
visit the office. For these clients, a personal interaction over the telephone may of course be in
place.
‘Contact person responsiveness and empathy’
Building on the findings by Parasuraman et al (1988), we have formed a factor called
‘Contact person responsiveness and empathy’, which is one important dimension building up
affective commitment. ‘Responsiveness’ is defined as willingness to help customers and
provide prompt service, and ‘empathy’ is defined as caring, individualized attention that the
firm provides its customers.
A ‘Contact person responsiveness and empathy’ factor was operationalised by using five
items in the questionnaire (item 123 and item 125 to item 128) and computing the average
from the sum of these items. Cronbach alpha for this ‘Contact person responsiveness and
5

However, calculative commitment is denoted as “continuance commitment” by these authors.
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empathy’ factor was 0.92. These items capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/the
bank’s perceived interest and involvement in the client’s banking errands, degree of
helpfulness, degree of consideration, degree of attention for expressed desires, and the
perceived degree of mutual commitment for each other (see Appendix A and cf. Grönroos
1990, Berry & Parasuraman 1991, Johnston 1995, Chandon et al 1997).
E-banking users on average strongly significantly (p<0.01) attribute a lower score (3.99) on
‘Contact person responsiveness and empathy’ than what office users on average (4.29) do.

‘Word-of-Mouth’ (item 10) is one indicator of loyalty. On the channel user group level, there
is a high and strongly significant correlation between ‘Contact person responsiveness and
empathy’ and ‘Word-of-Mouth’: r=0.50 (p<0.01, n=270) for e-banking users and r=0.51
(p<0.01, n=185) for office users. In other words, the more positive the client is in terms of
her/his perceived responsiveness and empathy of the contact person, the more strongly she/he
recommends Handelsbanken to others.
Across the different household income classes the correlation between these indicators on
affective commitment and loyalty is also high and strongly significant: r=0.59 for lowincome, r=0.45 for mid-income and r=0.51 for high-income clients.
Across the life cycle phase groups, it is interesting to note that the correlation is markedly
lower for ‘Children family’ clients, where r=0.36, than for the other life cycle phase groups:
r=0.54 for ‘Younger single/couple’, 0.68 for ‘Older single/couple’ and 0.56 for ‘Pensioner’
clients.

‘Number of bank relationships’ (item 1) is another indicator of loyalty. There is only one
(among the dimensions reported for ‘Word-of-Mouth’ above) significant correlation between
the indicators ‘Contact person responsiveness and empathy’ and ‘Number of bank
relationships’. There is a moderately significant correlation between these indicators on
affective commitment and loyalty for low-income clients: r=- 0.24 (p<0.05). In other words,
the more positive the low-income client is in terms of the degree of her/his perceived
responsiveness and empathy of the contact person, the fewer number of bank relationships
this client have. The low-income clients on average score 4.30 on the ‘Contact person
responsiveness and empathy’ factor, which is moderately significantly (t=2.2, p<0.05) higher
than what mid-income clients on average score (4.10) and strongly significantly (t=3.2,
p<0.01) higher than what high-income clients on average score (3.96). In addition, the lowincome clients on average turn to a significantly lower number of banks (1.26) than what midincome clients do (1.74; t=5.5, p<0.001), which on average turn to a significantly lower
number of banks than what high-income clients (2.02; t=2.7, p<0.01) do.
‘Mutuality of contact person’
Paulin et al (2000a:465) argue that, so called, ‘relational bankers’ consider the client
relationship more as a partnership, which is required in order to gain and maintain client
loyalty. Johnson et al (2001:234) suggest that ‘presence of reciprocity in the relationship’ is
one indicator of the latent construct Affective commitment.
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A ‘Mutuality of the contact person’ factor was operationalised by using four items in the
questionnaire (item 99-102) and computing the average from the sum of these items.
Cronbach alpha for this factor was 0.87. These items capture dimensions such as the contact
person’s/the bank’s ability to understand the client’s household economy situation and to
provide the client with timely information, its degree of efforts to adapt to the client’s
household economy situation and the degree of perceived mutual trust as a basis for the
banking errands/businesses (see Appendix A and cf. Paulin et al 2000a).
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=4.12, p<0.01) perceive a lower degree of
mutuality (3.78) in their relationships with the local branch office than what the office users
on average (4.10) do.
The mutuality factor, like previous factors, shows significant differences in average values
also between the sub-samples of each branch office. The average office user of Sydfors to a
higher degree perceive that there is mutuality in the bank-client relationship (4.11) than what
the average e-banking user (3.80) does. Similarly, the average office user of Nordfors to a
higher degree perceive that there is mutuality in the bank-client relationship (4.09) than what
the average e-banking user (3.75) does. Both differences in average value are strongly
significant (for both: t=2.9, p<0.01).
The high-income clients on average report a lower value on the mutuality factor (3.77) than
what the low-income clients on average (4.06) do. This difference in average value is
moderatly significant (t=2.5, p<0.05). There is, however, no significant difference in the
average perceptions of mutuality between high-income and mid-income clients.
Still following the pattern, the ‘Pensioner’ clients moderately significantly (t=2.5, p<0.05) on
average attribute a higher value on mutuality (4.24) than what the other life cycle phase
groups do.

4.5. Calculative commitment
Results from the Johnson et al (2001) study show that the effect of calculative commitment on
loyalty, is not as strong as the effect of affective commitment on loyalty. In the surveyed
Norwegian bank industry, calculative commitment was found to not have a significant direct
effect on loyalty.
A ‘Calculative commitment’ factor was operationalised by using five items in the
questionnaire (item 13 to item 17) and computing the average from the sum of these items.
Cronbach alpha for this calculative commitment factor was 0.79. These items capture five
bank-switching intention determinants (the ones presented in Table 22 below). See also
Appendix A and cf. with Jain et al 1987.
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=3.54, p<0.01) express a stronger intention
to switch bank if they are dissatisfied with the studied current main bank’s performance (4.06)
than what the office users on average (3.84) do.
Correspondingly, the e-banking users of Sydfors on average express a higher value on the
calculative commitment factor (4.08) than what the office users of Sydfors (3.84) do. Also
this difference in average value is strongly significant (t=2.6, p<0.01). Among Nordfors
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clients, the corresponding difference between e-banking users (4.04) and office users (3.83)
instead is moderately significant (t=2.4, p<0.05).
The high-income clients on average report a higher value on the calculative commitment
factor (4.15) than the low-income clients on average (3.77) do. This difference in average
evaluation is strongly significant (t=4.3, p<0.001). Accordingly, the high-income clients on
average attribute a higher value on the calculative commitment factor than the mid-income
clients on average (3.97) do (t=2.7, p<0.01).
The ‘Pensioner’ clients as a group distinguishes itself clearly from the other life cycle phase
groups by reporting a significantly lower value on calculative commitment (3.61) than what
the other life cycle phase groups do.
Bank-switching intention determinants
As argued by Dick and Basu (1994) ”true loyalty” is formed by both loyal behaviour and a
positive attitude of the individual. A positive attitude – often referred to as customer
satisfaction – is, however, not necessarily the (sole) determinant for a loyal behaviour. The
existence of switching costs (Porter 1980) is another possible determinant for loyal behaviour.
Porter (1980:10) defines switching cost as ”the one time costs facing the buyer of switching
from one supplier’s products to another.” Thus, the (perceived) existence of switching costs
may lead to a loyal behaviour even though the individual’s attitudes are not positive. Service
providers try to create switching costs for the consumers by building up switching barriers for
them. Examples of such switching barrier mechanisms are when continued purchases are
rewarded (e.g. when giving reduced interest rate loans6 to loyal clients) or ”when additional
consumer learning is associated with switching services or products” (e.g. when learning to
use new technology-based self-service interfaces).
Strongly related to the loyalty issue are the attitudes of the clients as regards their intentions to
switch bank if they are not satisfied with the processes or the outputs of the banking service
provider. Dissatisfaction with service performance (item 15) is perceived as the most
important reason, or determinant, for bank-switching intention among the dimensions
measured in our survey. On the aggregate survey level, the mean score on this item is 4.28
(see Table 22 below). The average importance with which the clients − on the aggregate
survey level − attribute to service charge is 4.06. A paired-samples t test run in SPPS shows
that this difference in means between ’dissatisfaction with service performance’ and
’dissatisfaction with service charge’ is strongly significant (t=6.3, p<0.001).
Table 22: Perceived significance of different bank-switching intention determinants on the aggregate
survey level (valid n listwise=719)
Bank-switching intention based
on dissatisfaction with:
… service performance
… service charge
… offer in general
… practical matters
… interest rate
6

All respondents

Ranking

4.28
4.06
3.96
3.93
3.60

1
2
3
3
5

By ”reduced rate loans” is meant loans for which the interest rate has been reduced relative to market rates.
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Although the difference in means between ’dissatisfaction with service charge’ and
’dissatisfaction with service offer in general’ is not more than 0.10 on the aggregate survey
level, this difference is moderately significant (t=2.3, p<0.05). Thus, dissatisfaction with
service charge is the secondly most important reason, or determinant, for bank-switching
intention among the dimensions measured (as indicated by the ranking number “2” in the
right column of Table 22). The paired-samples t test shows that, the difference in mean
between ’dissatisfaction with service offer in general’ and ’dissatisfaction with practical
matters’ is not significant. Therefore, these two determinants both receive importance ranking
number “3”.
Interestingly, dissatisfaction with the interest rate, distinctly is the least important determinant
for bank-switching intention among the dimensions measured (as indicated by the ranking
number “5” in the right column of Table 22)7.
This salient perceived importance of high service performance finding corresponds well with
the results of Jain et al (1987) and Gunnarsson el al (2000). We draw the same conclusion as
Gunnarsson el al (2000:75) do: satisfactory service performance seems to be critical for the
client in its relationship with the contact person/branch office. Not least importantly, this
noticeable result corresponds well with the decentralization strategy of Handelsbanken (e.g.,
see Handelsbanken 2001).
From the service provider perspective it is very difficult to achieve sustainable competitive
advantage in the marketplace if the service offer is solely based on superior products and
reasonable prices. Berry (1999) argues that regardless of whether a firm’s core offerings are
products or services, superior service quality is neccessary for excellent market performance
on a sustainable basis. A primary rationale for this conclusion is that high service quality is
much more difficult for competitors to effectively imitate than what product quality and price
is.
From a profitability perspective it is indeed interesting to note, as reported above, that
dissatisfaction with interest rate is perceived by the clients on the aggregate survey level to be
the least important reason (among the reasons asked about in the questionnaire) for clients’
intentions to switch bank. The managerial implication from this result is that the studied
branch offices can be relatively restrictive when it comes to agreeing on reductions in interest
on a loan.

E-banking versus office users
As regards four of the five reasons, or determinants, for bank-switching intention, presented
in Table 22 above, there are significant differences in the average perceptions between ebanking users and office users. These differences are strongly significant as regards ‘service
performance’ dissatisfaction (t=3.4, p=0.001) and ‘service charge’ dissatisfaction (t=5.0,
p<0.001) as shown in Table 23 below. In Table 23, the mean values for the five investigated
reasons for bank-switching intention for the two surveyed channel use categories of clients are
presented. As shown, there are moderately significant differences in average perception
7

The difference in means between ’dissatisfaction with the interest rate’ and ’dissatisfaction with practical
matters’ is strongly significant (t=6.5, p<0.001).
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between the two channel user groups of clients as regards ‘offer in general’ dissatisfaction
(t=2.0, p<0.05) and ‘interest rate’ dissatisfaction.

Table 23: Perceived significance of different bank-switching intention determinants for the two
surveyed channel use categories
Bank-switching intention based
on dissatisfaction with:
… service performance
… service charge
… offer in general
… practical matters
… interest rate

e-banking users
Mean
4.38
4.24
4.03
3.96
3.69

Ranking
1
2
3
3
5

Office users
Mean
4.13
3.82
3.87
3.87
3.46

Ranking
1
2
2
2
5

T-test of mean
difference:
e-banking vs Office
p=0.001
p<0.001
p<0.05
ns
p<0.05

Based on the results presented in Table 23 it can be concluded that the e-banking users on
average consistently attribute more importance to the surveyed reasons for bank-switching
intention if the perceived performance of the current main bank is too poor (as compared to
competitors), than what the office users do.
A paired-samples t test shows that the patterns of differences in means between the bankswitching intention determinants is somewhat different across e-banking users as compared to
office users. In both channel user categories, the most and the least important determinants are
the same (see the ranking columns in Table 23). But in the e-banking user group of clients, the
’dissatisfaction with service charge’ is perceived significantly higher in importance (t=4.2,
p<0.001) than what ‘service offer in general’ is. This renders ’dissatisfaction with service
charge’ the ranking # 2 alone among e-banking users − which is not the case among the office
users.
As regards “the importance ranking profile” it can also be noted that e-banking users have the
same ranking pattern of the five determinants for bank-switching intention as what the whole
survey respondent population has. Among office users, however, the three “mid-importance”
determinants are not discriminating themselves from each other.

High- versus low-income clients (for the two channel use categories)
As regards the bank-switching intention determinants there are some significant differences
between high- and low-income clients. High-income e-banking users moderately significantly
(t=2.4, p<0.05) have stronger bank-switching intentions because of dissatisfaction with
service charges (mean=4.36) than what low-income e-banking users (4.03) have. When it
comes to bank-switching intentions because of dissatisfaction with interest rate there is a
strongly significant difference (t=3.3, p=0.001) between high-income e-banking users (3.88)
and low-income e-banking users (3.30). So, even if dissatisfaction with interest rate is the
least important determinant for bank-switching intention (see Table 22 and Table 23), it is yet
perceived relatively important for the group of high-income e-banking users.
Also for office users there is a strongly significant difference (t=2.8, p<0.01) between highincome office users (3.93) and low-income office users (3.25) as regards the perceived
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importance of dissatisfaction with interest rate as a determinant of bank-switching intention.
In contrast to e-banking users, there is also a moderately significant difference (t=2.4, p<0.05)
when it comes to perceived importance of dissatisfaction with service performance between
high-income office users (4.50) and low-income office users (3.98). There is also a
moderately significant (t=2.1, p<0.05) difference between high-income office users (4.50) and
mid-income office users (4.14). Thus, ‘service performance’ is perceived as important by
high-income office users and by all e-banking users, irrespective of their income level (cf.
Table 23). As among e-banking users, high-income office users on average (4.05) weakly
significantly (t=1.7, p<0.10) perceive dissatisfaction with service charge as a more important
determinant for bank-switching intention than how low-income office users on average (3.63)
perceive it.

High- versus low-income clients (for the four sub-samples)
Are there any distinctive differences between high- and low-income clients as regards
perceptions of bank-switching intentions across the four sub-samples? Dissatisfaction with
service performance is perceived as the most critical reason for bank-switching intention on
the aggregate survey level (see Table 22 above). As can be seen from Table 24 below there is
a distinctive difference between high- and low-income clients in the ‘Nordfors office’ sample.
This difference in average perceptions is weakly significant (t=1.9, p<0.10). The difference in
average perceptions between high- and mid-income clients among Nordfors office users is
likewise significant.

Table 24: Switching-intention if dissatisfaction with service performance: Mean per household income
class for the four sub-samples
S y d fo r s e B a n k in g

N o rd fo r s e B a n k in g

Low

M id

H ig h

Low

M id

H ig h

4 .3 3

4 .3 8

4 .4 9

4 .3 2

4 .3 1

4 .3 7

S y d fo r s o ffic e

N o rd fo r s o ffic e

Low

M id

H ig h

Low

M id

H ig h

4 .0 5

4 .2 8

4 .4 3

3 .9 2

4 .0 4

4 .5 8

On the aggregate survey level, dissatisfaction with interest rate was perceived by the clients
to be the least important reason for intention to switch bank (see Table 22 above). Are there
any differences between high-income and low-income clients on the sub-sample level as
regards how strong their intentions to switch bank are, if they are dissatisfied with the interest
rate? In all four sub-samples the high-income clients on average perceive dissatisfaction with
interest rates to be more important for intention to switch bank than what low-income clients
on average do (see Table 25 below). However, these differences in average perceptions are
significant only in the Sydfors office sample and the Nordfors e-banking sample.
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Table 25: Switching-intention if dissatisfaction with interest: Mean per household income class for the
four sub-samples

Sydfors e-banking

Nordfors e-banking

Low

Mid

High

Low

Mid

High

3.45

3.83

3.80

3.19

3.56

4.00

Sydfors office

Nordfors office

Low

Mid

High

Low

Mid

High

3.05

3.65

3.87

3.40

3.35

4.00

Different life cycle phases (for the two channel use categories)
There are also significant differences between some of the different life cycle phase groups as
regards some of the surveyed determinants for bank-switching intention.
‘Children family’ e-banking users moderately significantly (p<0.05) attribute higher
importance to service performance (4.39 vs 3.81), service charge (4.29 vs 3.75) and service
offer in general (4.06 vs 3.44) than what ‘Pensioner’ e-banking users do (see . Similarly,
‘Children family’ office users moderately significantly attribute higher importance to service
performance than what ‘Pensioner’ office users do to service performance (4.26 vs 3.88) and
service charge (3.93 vs 3.51).
When comparing the perceptions of ‘Children family’ clients with ‘Older single/couple’
clients there is one moderately significant differerence. Interestingly, the ‘Older
single/couple’ office users on average perceive the interest rate to be more important (t=2.3,
p<0.05) than what the ‘Children family’ office users do (3.90 vs 3.46).
‘Children family’ e-banking users attribute even a strongly significantly (t=2.6, p<0.01)
higher importance to the interest rate (3.84 on average), as a source to bank-switching
intention, than what ‘Younger’ e-banking users (3.47 on average) do.
‘Pensioner’ clients distinguish themselves as a group from the other life cycle phase groups of
clients as regards their perceptions about bank-switching intentions. As mentioned above,
‘Pensioner’ e-banking users and ‘Pensioner’ office users are significantly more loyal than
what corresponding ‘Children family’ users are, as regards some of the determinants for bankswitching intention.
This pattern is the same in relation to ‘Older single/couple’ clients. ‘Pensioner’ e-banking
users moderately significantly (t=2.5, p<0.05) attribute lower importance to ‘service
performance’ (3.81) than what ‘Older’ e-banking users (4.40) do. ‘Pensioner’ e-banking users
weakly significantly (t=1.7, p<0.10) attribute lower importance to ‘service offer in general’
(3.44) than what ‘Older’ e-banking users (3.89) do.
Among the office users, the ‘Pensioner’ clients moderately significantly (t=2.1, p<0.05)
attribute lower importance to ‘service performance’ (3.88) than what ‘Older’ e-banking users
(4.26) do. ‘Pensioner’ office users strongly significantly (t=3.5, p=0.001) attribute lower
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importance to ‘service charge’ (3.51) than what ‘Older’ office users (4.16) do. Interestingly,
‘Pensioner’ office users strongly significantly (t=3.7, p<0.001) perceive that dissatisfaction
with the interest rate to a lesser extent influence on bank-switching intention (3.18) than what
‘Older’ office users (3.90) do.
Interestingly, there are no significant differences in perceptions on the office user side
between ‘Pensioner’ clients and ‘Younger’ clients. On the e-banking user side, however,
‘Pensioner’ clients are strongly significantly (p<0.01) lower in their perceived importance of
dissatisfaction with service performance (3.81 versus 4.47) and dissatisfaction with service
offer in general (3.44 versus 4.16). They are also moderately significantly (p<0.05) lower in
their perceived importance of dissatisfaction with service charge (3.75 versus 4.30) as a
source to bank-switching intention.
Finally, there are also some distinctive differences between the ‘Older single/couple’ clients
and the ‘Younger single/couple’ clients. The ‘Older’ e-banking users weakly significantly
(t=1.9, p<0.10) attribute less importance to the ‘service offer in general’ (3.89), as a source of
bank-switching intention, than what the ‘Younger’ e-banking users (4.16) do. On the office
user side, the ‘Older’ are strongly significantly (t=3.3, p=0.001) more concerned with
dissatisfaction with service charge (4.16 versus 3.33) and, interestingly, with dissatisfaction
with interest rate (3.90 versus 3.00) than what the ‘Younger’ e-banking users are.
Further, while ‘Younger’ e-banking users do not attribute a particularly high importance to
the interest rate, they are comparatively high in how they perceive the importance of service
performance. The ‘Younger’ e-banking users on average attribute 4.47 on dissatisfaction with
service performance as perceived importance for bank-switching intention, while ‘Younger’
office users on average report 4.22. However, this difference in the average perception
between these two channel user groups is not significant.
As reported above, there are significant differences between e-banking and office users on the
aggregate survey level. On the life cycle group level there are no significant differences
between e-banking and office users as regards ‘service performance dissatisfaction’ in any of
the four life cycle phase groups. In the ‘Younger’ client group, e-banking users strongly
significantly attribute higher importance to ‘service charge dissatisfaction’ than what office
users (t=4.4, p<0.001) do. In the ‘Younger’ client group, e-banking users also moderately
significantly attribute higher importance to ‘offer in general dissatisfaction’ than what office
users (t=2.2, p<0.05) do. In addition, ‘Younger’ e-banking users weakly significantly attribute
higher importance to ‘interest rate dissatisfaction’ than what office users (t=1.7, p<0.10) do.
In Table 26 all significant differences on the 5% significance level between the means of ebanking versus office users are marked with bold figures. Differences on the 10% significance
level are marked with figures in italics.
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Table 26: Significance of different bank-switching intention determinants: mean per four life cycle
groups and two channel user groups

Life cycle group
per
channel user group

Service
performance
dissatisfaction

Service charge

Offer in general

Interest rate

dissatisfaction

dissatisfaction

dissatisfaction

Younger e-banking
Younger office

4.47
4.22

4.30
3.33

4.16
3.70

3.47
3.00

Children family e-banking
Children family office

4.39
4.26

4.29
3.93

4.06
3.95

3.84
3.46

Older e-banking
Older office

4.40
4.26

4.20
4.16

3.89
4.00

3.72
3.90

Pensioner e-banking
Pensioner office

3.81
3.88

3.75
3.51

3.44
3.70

3.44
3.18

All e-banking users
All office users

4.38
4.13

4.24
3.82

4.03
3.87

3.69
3.46

All

4.28

4.06

3.96

3.60

Client’s level of involvement
The client’s own conduct in terms of her/his level of involvement in the own household
economy has implications for attitudes and behaviour as regards banking services. A ‘Client’s
level of involvement’ factor was operationalised by using four items in the questionnaire
(item 11, 18, 23 and 25) and computing the average from the sum of these items. Cronbach
alpha for this level of involvement factor was 0.82. These items capture dimensions such as
degree of interest, level of information collection, amount of time spent on the own household
economy and perceived knowledge about the service range supply of different banks (see
Appendix A).
E-banking users, on average, highly significantly (t=3.15, p<0.01) have a higher level of
involvement in their own household economy (3.30) than what the office users on average
(3.10) have.
The level of involvement factor, interestingly shows different results for Sydfors’, as opposed
to Nordfors’, client bases. Among Sydfors’ clients there is no significant difference between
e-banking and office users as regards level of involvement in the own household economy.
Among Nordfors clients, on the other hand, the e-banking users on average have a higher
level of involvement (3.25) than what the office users (3.00) have. This difference in average
level of involvement value is strongly significant (t=2.8, p<0.01).
There is a marked, or strongly, significant difference between high-income and low-income
clients when it comes to their level of involvement. The high-income clients on average have
a higher level of involvement (3.47) than what the low-income clients on average (2.94) have.
This difference in average value is strongly significant (t=6.0, p<0.01). There is also a
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strongly significant difference (t=3.1, p<0.01) in the average level of involvement between
high-income clients and mid-income clients (3.25).
There is also a strongly significant (t=2.6, p<0.01) difference on the life cycle phase level
between ‘Children family’ clients (3.29) and ‘Younger single/couple’ clients (3.06). The
‘Children family’ clients are on average more active than what the ‘Younger single/couple’
clients are. Also the ‘Older single/couple’ clients (3.32) have on average a higher level of
involvement than what the ‘Younger single/couple’ clients have. This difference is
moderately significant (t=2.5, p<0.05).
Switching barriers
For a service like banking, there is a distinctive difference between having a negative attitude
towards a supplier/service provider and actually switching to another supplier/service
provider. This can partly be explained by the “membership” relationship in place for a service
like banking (Lovelock 1983). According to Lovelock (1983) a “membership” relationship
often result in customer loyalty to a particular service provider. As a marketing strategy, many
service businesses therefore seek ways to develop formal on-going relationships with its
customers to ensure repeat business. In a fairly recent telephone survey study, conducted by
Englund et al (2001), on 2,000 Swedish private clients within the age interval of 20-75 years,
one result was that less than 5% of the Swedish private clients switch bank during a year. The
explanations given are that:
(1) private clients find it pointless to switch bank, because they have difficulties in
recognizing concrete benefits. In other words, to switch bank is therefore (so far) an issue
of low priority for Swedish private clients, and,
(2) private clients find it troublesome to switch bank, because of the complex service range
and the defective price information on the retail banking market.
One of the items in our questionnaire captures the degree to which the respondent perceives it
as troublesome to switch bank (item 24). On the aggregate survey respondent level, the mean
value on this item is below the centre (2.77) indicating that the respondents do not perceive it
as particularly troublesome to switch bank. E-banking users strongly significantly (t=3.0,
p<0.01) perceive it to be lesser troublesome to switch bank (2.65) than what office users on
average (2.94) do. Interestingly, high-income clients strongly significantly (t=3.1, p<0.01)
perceive it to be lesser troublesome to switch bank (2.55) than what low-income clients on
average do (2.95) and moderately significantly (t=2.3, p<0.05) perceive it to be lesser
troublesome to switch bank than what mid-income clients on average (2.80) do. This result is
contrary to what Gunnarsson et al (2000:75-76) found, viz. that high-income clients find it
more troublesome to switch bank than what other clients perceive it. The explanation given by
Gunnarsson et al (ibid.) for their finding is that clients in the high-income segment have a
relatively more complex portfolio of assets, which correspondingly implies more work when
switching bank.
Interestingly, there is also a significant difference between e-banking users and office users at
one of the studied branch offices, but not at the other. At Sydfors, e-banking users strongly
significantly (t=3.3, p≤0.001) perceive it to be lesser troublesome to switch bank (2.40) than
what office users on average (2.85) do. At Nordfors, on the other hand, there is no significant
difference between the two channel user groups as regards perceived troublesomeness with
switching bank.
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On the life cycle phase level, the ’Pensioner’ clients as a group distinguish itself from the
other life cycle phase groups as regards perceptions about how troublesome it is to switch
bank. ’Pensioner’ clients strongly significantly (t=5.7, p<0.001) perceive it (3.51) to be more
troublesome to switch bank than what ‘Younger single/couple’ (2.59), ‘Children family’
(2.64) and ‘Older single/couple’ (2.64) clients do.

Life cycle phase data comparisons on some determinants of loyalty
Office users on average to a significantly higher degree perceive that corporate image, clientorientation and mutuality are stronger or higher than what e-banking users on average
perceive. As expected, e-banking users on average report a significantly higher level of
involvement and higher calculative commitment than what office users on average do.
These differences between the average e-banking and office users on the aggregate survey
level are strongly significant (3.2≥t≤4.1, p<0.01) for all the four relationship-related factors
and for the level of involvement.

Table 27: Some determinants of loyalty as perceived by four life cycle phase groups and two channel
user groups

Life cycle group
per
channel user group

Corporate
image

Calculative
commitment

Clientorientation

Mutuality

Level
of
involvement

Younger e-banking
Younger office

4.12
4.11

4.12
3.61

3.45
3.58

3.78
4.35

3.11
2.89

Children family e-banking
Children family office

4.01
4.10

4.10
3.92

3.30
3.57

3.77
3.99

3.36
3.12

Older e-banking
Older office

4.22
4.05

4.04
4.06

3.39
3.30

3.78
3.92

3.53
3.14

Pensioner e-banking
Pensioner office

4.34
4.56

3.56
3.62

3.57
3.97

3.80
4.31

3.20
3.13

All e-banking users
All office users

4.09
4.24

4.06
3.84

3.37
3.63

3.78
4.10

3.30
3.10

All

4.15

3.97

3.47

3.91

3.22

In Table 27 all significant differences on the 5% significance level between the means of ebanking versus office users are marked with bold figures. Differences on the 10% significance
level are marked with figures in italics.
Interestingly, there are significant differences between e-banking and office users as regards
different relationship-related factors for the different life cycle phase groups.
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Among ‘Younger’ clients, e-banking users strongly significantly attribute higher importance
to calculative commitment (t=3.3, p=0.001) and moderately significantly perceive a lower
degree of mutuality (t=2.1, p<0.05) than what office users do.
Among ‘Children family’ clients, e-banking users strongly significantly (t=2.8, p<0.05)
perceive that the branch office has a lower degree of client-orientation than how office users
perceive it. Also, e-banking users moderately significantly (t =2.5, p<0.05) have a higher level
of involvement, than what office users do. In addition, they express a higher calculative
commitment and a lower perception of the mutuality in the relationship with the branch
office, than what office users do.
Among ‘Older’ clients, e-banking users strongly significantly (t=2.9, p<0.01) have a higher
level of involvement, than what office users do. They also weakly significantly (t=1.7,
p<0.10) perceive that the corporate image is weaker than what the office users do.
Among ‘Pensioner’ clients finally, there is only one weakly significant difference: e-banking
users weakly significantly (t=1.7, p<0.10) perceive a lower degree of mutuality in the
relationship than what the office users do.

4.6. Corporate image and relationship factors: systematic
differences between the different channel user groups
Loyalty is the main dependent variable focused on in this report. One of the major factors
influencing on loyalty is ‘corporate image’, or brand strength, as presented in the introduction
of this chapter (cf. Johnson et al 2001). As reported above in section 4.2, corporate image has
since long been considered as a critical aspect of a firm’s ability to maintain its market
position, as corporate image has been considered related to customer patronage (Korgaonkar
et al 1985). Corporate image is an issue of attitudes and beliefs with regard to customer
satisfaction and consumer behaviour (Fornell 1992), and it is a function of the cumulative
effect of customer (dis)satisfaction (ibid.). There are significant differences between the two
studied channel group’s perceptions about corporate image, as reported on in section 4.2. In
the previous sections of the present chapter, it has been shown that also a number of client
perception factors about different conduct and behaviour aspects of the contact person are
perceived significantly different by e-banking and office users respectively. Therefore,
corporate image and these client perception of contact person factors will be brought together
and discussed in this section. In this summarizing discussion, the perceptions of e-banking
users will be compared with the perceptions of office users. We argue that retail banking in
many aspects resemble commercial banking. As Paulin et al (2000b:335), admittedly focusing
on commercial baking, point out:
…, the causes of good or bad relationships can not be attributed exclusively to the characteristics
of the bank. The effectiveness of commercial banking relationships seems to be dependent on the
characteristics of both parties, the account manager and the client.

Accordingly, one of the question areas focused on significant characteristics of the client her/himself, viz. the degree of involvement in the own economy, by us labelled as ‘client’s level
of involvement’.
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As mentioned earlier, our questionnaire survey was mainly based on service marketing
research and self-service technology research. A particular focus was devoted in the
questionnaire on relationship-aspects of client−contact person relationships.
The following constructed factors will be discussed in this section:
•

‘Corporate image’

•
•
•
•
•
•

‘CP responsiveness and empathy’
‘Perceived competence of CP’
‘CP reliability and communication’
‘Mutuality of CP’
‘CP client-orientation’
‘Timely communication of CP’

•

‘Client’s level of involvement’

We formed these different relationship factors, or indexes, from intercorrelated questionnaire
items through a principal component analysis. As mentioned previously in this chapter, these
factors have been formed by the measurement variables as follows.
The ’Corporate image’ items capture dimensions such as the previous experiences and the
current satisfaction with the services provided by the bank, the bank’s degree of
trustworthiness and being confidence-inspiring, its reputation and the client’s willingness to
recommend the bank to others (so called “word-of-mouth”).
The ‘CP responsiveness and empathy’ items capture dimensions such as the contact
person’s/the bank’s perceived interest and involvement in the client’s banking errands, degree
of helpfulness, degree of consideration, degree of attention for expressed desires, and the
perceived degree of mutual commitment for each other.
The ‘Perceived competence of CP’ items capture dimensions such as the perceived degree of
expert knowledge and sound judgement of the contact person/the bank.
The ‘CP reliability and communication’ items capture dimensions such as the contact
person’s/bank’s perceived degree of fulfilling its promises, its ability to inform the client in a
language that the client can understand, its degree of being available and its degree of proactive conduct in bringing banking errands/businesses to an end.
The ‘Mutuality of CP’ items capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/the bank’s
ability to understand the client’s household economy situation and to provide the client with
timely information, its degree of efforts to adapt to the client’s household economy situation
and the degree of perceived mutual trust as a basis for the banking errands/businesses.
The ‘CP client-orientation’ items capture dimensions such as the contact person’s/the bank’s
ability to identify the real needs of the client, extent of follow-up activities, degree of
responsiveness, degree of long-term orientation and interest in current clients.
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The ‘Timely communication of CP’ items capture dimensions such as the contact
person’s/bank’s degree of providing the client with individualized attention as regards
changes in the service range of the bank and changes in the client’s household economy
situation.
The ‘Client’s level of involvement’ items capture dimensions such as degree of interest, level
of information collection, amount of time spent on the own household economy and perceived
knowledge about the service range supply of different banks.
In the following Table 28, the reliability coefficients for the focused constructed factors, or
indexes, are presented in the third column. In the last column, these factors are linked to
different loyalty drivers, as suggested by the frameworks of Johnson et al (2001:234, 235). It
can be commented that the clarifications in parenthesises after ‘Customer satisfaction’ refer to
SERVQUAL dimensions.

Table 28: Relationship factors from the questionnaire study as indicators of loyalty drivers
Number of
questions

Reliability
(alpha
coefficient)

Corporate image

7

0.90

Suggested to be indicators
of the following
Drivers of loyalty
(cf. frameworks of Johnson et
al 2001:234, 235)
Corporate image

CP responsiveness and empathy

5

0.92

Affective commitment

Perceived competence of CP

2

−

CP reliability and
communication
Mutuality of CP

4

0.85

4

0.87

Customer satisfaction
(reliability quality)
Customer satisfaction
(reliability quality)
Affective commitment

CP client-orientation

6

0.78

Timely communication of CP

3

0.80

Client’s level of involvement

5

0.82

Factor (index)

Customer satisfaction
(responsiveness quality)
Customer satisfaction
(reliability quality)
Calculative commitment

Corporate image and relationship factors − and channel choice
What factors or dimensions are ‘building’ perceptions about corporate image? Different
conduct and behavior aspects of the Contact Person, which the client interact with, have a
strong correlation with perceived corporate image as shown in Table 29 below. Since there
are significant differences between the perceptions of e-banking and office users in these
aspects (as presented earlier in this chapter), the correlation coefficients are presented for the
two user groups separately. As all correlation coefficients in Table 29 are significant on the
0.01 level, only the correlation coefficient that is significant on the 0.05 level − i.e., between
’Corporate image’ and ‘Client’s level of involvement’ for the e-banking users − is marked
(with an asterix) in the Table.
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Table 29: Relationship factors with strong correlation with ’Corporate image’:
Client’s perceptions about different conduct and behavior aspects of the Contact Person, and client’s
level of involvement in the own household economy
’Corporate image’
co-variance
with:
… ‘CP responsiveness and empathy’
… ‘Perceived competence of CP’
… ‘CP reliability and communication’
… ‘Mutuality of CP’
… ‘CP client-orientation’
… ‘Timely communication of CP’
… ‘Client’s level of involvement’

e-banking
users
(number of respondents)
0.55
(n=274)
0.47
(n=279)
0.50
(n=279)
0.44
(n=280)
0.50
(n=279)
0.40
(n=278)
0.11٭
(n=421)

office
users
(number of respondents)
0.65
(n=189)
0.63
(n=190)
0.61
(n=182)
0.60
(n=188)
0.55
(n=181)
0.47
(n=177)
0.20
(n=319)

These results show that ‘corporate image’ is markedly related to the perception of the
personal relationship with the contact person, her/his perceived competence and her/his
conduct and behaviour in different relational aspects. These strong co-variations are
systematically somewhat higher for the office users than for the e-banking users.
Systematic differences in perceptions of relationship factors between channel user
groups
The perceived corporate image influences on the degree of loyalty. Through a principal
component analysis we formed different relationship factors, or indexes, from intercorrelated
questionnaire items such as, e.g., corporate image and other dimensions capturing the
perceived relationship with the branch office contact person.
As shown from the results presented in Table 30 below, an e-banking user on average
consistently and significantly perceive the degree of corporate image and different conduct
and behavior aspects of the Contact Person at the branch office to be lower than how an
average office user perceives it in terms of: responsiveness and empathy, competence,
reliability and communication, mutuality, client-orientation and timely communication − of
the Contact Person. At the same time, the client’s level of involvement in the own household
economy is, as mentioned before, significantly higher for the e-banking users.
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Table 30: Client perceptions about corporate image, different conduct and behaviour aspects of the
Contact Person, and the client’s own level of involvement

Corporate image
CP Responsiveness and empathy
Perceived competence of CP
CP Reliability and communication
Mutuality of CP
Client-orientation of CP
Timely communication of CP
Client’s level of involvement

mean
e-banking
users
4.09
3.99
3.78
4.02
3.78
3.37
3.08
3.30

mean
office
users
4.24
4.29
4.27
4.20
4.10
3.63
3.43
3.10

mean
difference
0.15
0.30
0.49
0.18
0.32
0.26
0.35
0.20

significance
level
t-test
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.01

The dependent variable focused on at the moment, i.e. corporate image, has been listed first
and then the different Contact Person conduct and behaviour factors have been placed in
descending value order as they are valued by the office users. The focused characteristic of
the client her-/himself is placed at the end of the table.
The results show that there are strongly significant differences in average perceptions between
e-banking users and office users as regards the factors in Table 30. Office users systematically
perceive their relationships with the contact person/bank to be more positive than what ebanking users do. E-banking users, on the other hand, have a significantly higher level of
involvement in their own household economy than what the office users have. Interesting to
add is also the finding that the client’s income level is strongly associated with the ‘level of
involvement’ factor (see section 4.5). High-income clients are significantly more involved
(3.47) than the mid-income clients (3.25), which in turn are significantly more involved than
what the low-income clients (2.97) are.
The systematic gaps between e-banking users and office users presented in Table 30 are also
illustrated graphically in Figure 10 below.
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Factor
Corporate image
Responsiveness and
empathy

e-bank. office
4.09 4.24

3

4

5
.

.

3.99

4.29

Perceived competence 3.78

4.27

Reliability and comm. 4.02

4.20

e-banking . .

Mutuality

3.78

4.10

.

Client-orientation

3.37

3.63

Timely communication 3.08

3.43

.

Level of involvement

3.10

.

3.30

.

.

.

.

.

.

. office

.
.

Figure 10: A gap comparison between average perceptions of e-banking and office users about
corporate image, different conduct and behaviour of the contact person factors, and the client’s level
of involvement

Thus, the clients’ perceptions differ from each other depending upon which channel they
usually use for their banking errands. There are, at least, two possible explanations for these
systematic differences in perceptions. One explanation is that the e-banking users have
become distanced from the contact person/branch office and therefore no longer perceive that
they have a strong relationship with her/him/it. A second possible explanation is that ebanking provides the e-banking users with other advantages which compensate for a weaker
relationship to its contact person/branch office.
In other words, an average e-banking user − compared to an average office user − has a
weaker bond to the bank. For an e-banking user, this means that the bank to a higher degree is
interchangeable.
The results presented indicate that e-banking has changed the basis for the client’s
relationship with the bank and this influences on the client. As Lynch (1996:ix) puts it:
People in every area of their lives are changing the basis of their relationships and new types of
relationships are changing people.
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5. Concluding remarks
In the introductory chapter, a reference was given to Lynch (1996:ix-x) where he identified
eight paradoxes confronting the banker of today. The fifth of these paradoxes was formulated
as follows:
Banks have vastly improved their methods of risk assessment, except in the area where it really
matters – how clients behave.

In this report particularly this paradox has been in focus: to provide insights into how different
segments of clients behave. Related to the 8th of Lynch’s paradoxes, e-banking is also to a
large degree revolving around a distance and closeness paradox:
Banks want to cut costs – through technology-based self-service use (i.e. often implying a
lower level of customer contacts, which can be perceived of as an increasing distance between
the client and the branch office) – and at the same time to have near/strong customer
relationships, in order to strengthen customer loyalty.
These two paradoxes, together with the expressed needs of the representatives of
Handelsbanken in the research project team, formed the starting point for the study which is
presented in this report.
Handelsbanken was chosen as the study object by the research group in the project called
”Informationsteknologins påverkan på bankkontorens kunder och medarbetare” because this
universal bank has been the most profitable Swedish bank during the last 30 years. The bank
has in a long-range way built and refined a strong corporate culture, based on the ten
commandments of Jan Wallander in the early 1970s. The corporate culture holds a deliberate
relationship-oriented way of working and documented satisfied clients. According to the annual
customer satisfaction survey of Svenskt Kvalitesindex, Handelsbanken has since 1998 received
the markedly highest customer satisfaction score (≥+5 enheter) among the Swedish universal
retail banks. Since high standards in business performance by us are perceived as more
important than high standards in e-banking capabilities, rather than vice versa, Hndelsbanken
therefore was our first and foremost case study firm choice. An additional reason was that
Handelsbanken, in our view, was the most relationship-oriented bank among the Swedish
universal banks.
This study is a continuation of the relationship focus which we pursued also before the current
study, reported in Fredriksson and Lindblad (2001). In the former study, a number of
qualitative interviews had been conducted by us with management and employees at the two
small town branch offices chosen by the bank to be included in our study. We therefore had a
reasonably good pre-understanding of “the matters at hand” when we decided that a mail
questionnaire survey should be conducted.
Two banking channels were selected by the researcher project team to focus on in the
questionnaire: the Internet channel and the traditional branch office channel. This decision
was in accordance with the reasoning of Mols (1999) who assumes, for reasons of
simplification, that only two significant bank client segments exist, namely an “Internet
banking segment” and a “branch banking segment”.
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As reported in chapter 2, the representatives for Handelsbanken in the research project team
selected two small town branch offices to be included in the survey: denoted Sydfors and
Nordfors. Among the private clients of these two branch offices, users of two channels were
selected: the e-banking and the (physical) office users. With the expectation of reaching a
response rate of 70% we came to the conclusion that the sample size should be 300 clients in
each of the four cells of the chosen sub-sample design. The decision to have this equal
number in each sub-sample cell, instead of a proportionate selection in relation to the
population size of each sub-sample, was motivated by our interest in being able to compare
the sub-samples with each other. The 2 x 2 x 300 – that is 1,200 in total – respondents were
randomly drawn from the central data warehouse database by the central data warehouse
department of Handelsbanken.
Usable questionnaires were returned by 822 clients representing a response rate of 68.5%
which is satisfactory, particularly when considering that the questionnaire was relatively
lengthy (see Appendix A). We conclude that one important factor explaining the satisfactory
response rate is the relatively high client satisfaction perception that Handelsbanken’s clients
have about the bank (Svenskt Kvalitetsindex 2003) and also a relatively high perceived
commitment in their relationships with the branch offices. The response rate for the Sydfors
client sample was 68% and for the Nordfors client sample it was 69%.
Important to repeat is that all the analyses conducted and presented in this report are based on
those respondents that have Handelsbanken as their main bank (item 2 in the questionnaire).
The primary rationale for this decision is that there were significant differences in perceptions
between these two groups of private clients. To exemplify, respondents that have
Handelsbanken as its main bank score 4.15 on average on the ‘corporate image’ factor, while
respondents not having Handelsbanken as its main bank only score 3.72 on average. This
difference in perceptions about Handelsbanken is strongly significant (t=4.62, p<0.01). We
assume that clients that have Handelsbanken as their main bank are more committed
stakeholders in the services that Handelsbanken are providing them, than what the clients that
do not have Handelsbanken as their main bank are. Therefore, the 753 responding clients
reporting to have Handelsbanken as its main bank (constituting 92% of the total of 822
respondents) was selected as the data set for the conducted analyses.

To sum up, this study has focused on what private clients to a Swedish relationship-oriented
merchant bank perceive concerning different relationship-aspects associated with fairly
simple transaction services mediated through the use of two banking channels: e-banking
(Internet-based banking) and branch office visits. In other words, one form of technologybased self-service and one form of personal service from the client’s perspective have been
investigated.
Based on the analysis of our survey results a number of relationship-related conclusions have
been reached at. By ‘relationship-related’ is meant that the following question has been in
focus in this report: How is e-banking influencing on ‘private client−contact person/branch
office’ relationships? As shown in the preceeding chapters, this issue is very much dependent
upon who the client is.
Our survey results show that e-banking user clients in a number of aspects distinguish
themselves from office user clients as regards their perceptions of the ‘private client−contact
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person/branch office’ relationship. Interestingly enough, results sometimes also show
different client perceptions of the ‘private client−contact person/branch office’ relationship
across the two surveyed provincial branch offices (given the same type of e-banking vs office
user sample).
The survey results clearly indicate that Handelsbanken’s private clients in general have high
valuations about Handelsbanken’s service performance. These results are expected. As
presented in the introductory chapter, the Svenskt Kvalitetsindex survey results show that
Handelsbanken since 1998 consistently has received distinctly higher customer satisfaction
scores − as perceived by each respective bank’s clients − than what the other universal
Swedish retail banks have received.
Some of the conclusions
•

High-income clients are important

From the bank’s perspective, the starting point is that clients in high-income households are
assumed to be the most interesting clients. The rationale is that high income clients are
assumed to provide more profits – in absolute terms – to the bank than what clients with lower
income do. In this study we have defined high-income households as households with a
monthly gross income exceeding 40,000 SEK. The Sydfors office finds itself in a more
favourable position in the household income dimension for their private clients than what the
Nordfors office does. 33% of the Sydfors’ respondents are members of a high-income
household, while this proportion among Nordfors’ respondents only is 20%.
A clear majority of the high-income clients in our survey belong to the e-banking user
samples. 81% of the Sydfors high-income household respondents belong to the e-banking user
group (and 19% consequently to the office user group). 75% of the Nordfors high-income
(households) belong to the e-banking user group.
•

E-banking users are important

As 78% of the high-income clients, among the respondents, on the aggregate survey level are
e-banking users, this channel user group is important to the bank. Among them, obviously, the
high-income e-banking user clients are particularly important.
Despite that the total number of e-banking clients only is about a third of the total number of
office clients on the aggregate level for the two studied branch offices together, there are in
the total client population more high-income clients belonging to the e-banking user group
(about 370 clients) than belonging to the office user group (about 330 clients). Thus, ebanking user clients as a group are, at least, equally important as office user clients from the
branch office’s profitability perspective.
•

Client profiles vary across clients’ household income levels

High-income e-banking clients at Sydfors – on average – significantly have more bank
relationships, are more economically active, more educated, older, use e-banking more
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frequently, use a broader range of e-banking services, and perceive a better e-banking
payment fit – than middle- and low-income e-banking clients at Sydfors.
Curiously enough, just four of these seven correlations among Sydfors clients are significant
for the e-banking clients at Nordfors. High-income e-banking clients at Nordfors – on average
– have more bank relationships, are more economically active, more educated and older –
than middle- and low-income e-banking clients at Nordfors.
•

The high-income e-banking low-frequent office visitors may constitute business at risk

High-income e-banking users that visit the office seldomly, in this study defined as visiting
the office less often than once a month, should be given due attention. As these low-frequent
office visiting high-income e-banking clients constitute for a fairly high proportion of the
high-income clients, client loss risks for the branch office may be lowered for the branch
office if its contact persons are pro-active and investigate how these clients perceive their
relationships with the branch office, and then take adequate action. At Sydfors the lowfrequent office visitors constitute for 57% of the high-income e-banking clients. At Nordfors
the equivalent share is 66%.
•

E-banking users are less satisfied with the service performance

The perceived service performance is one critical determinant of customer satisfaction.
Handelsbanken’s service performance (item 6 in the questionnaire) is one of the indicators
building up the corporate image factor. On the aggregate survey level the clients attribute the
score 4.20 (on a five-point Likert scale) on this item. But, given the perceived high general
valuation level from the respondents of the surveyed branch offices’ service performance, it is
interesting to note that there are significant differences in perceptions between e-banking
users and office users. On average, the e-banking users report distinctly lower valuations of
the surveyed branch offices’ service performance (4.12) than what the office users (4.31) do.
Since satisfactory service performance is perceived critical by the clients as regards their
intention to switch bank (see below), this significant difference between the two channel user
groups deserve due managerial attention.
•

Satisfactory service performance perceived as most critical

Strongly related to the loyalty issue is the client attitude as regards their intentions to switch
bank if they are not satisfied with the processes or the outputs of the banking service provider.
Dissatisfaction with service performance is perceived by the clients to be the most important
reason, or determinant, for bank-switching intention among the dimensions measured in our
survey. On the aggregate survey level, the mean score on this item is 4.28 (see Table 22 in
section 4.5). The secondly highest rated determinant is ’dissatisfaction with service charge’.
The average importance that the clients − on the aggregate survey level − attribute to service
charge is 4.06. The difference in means between ’dissatisfaction with service performance’
and ’dissatisfaction with service charge’ is strongly significant.
Interestingly, dissatisfaction with the interest rate, distinctly is the least important determinant
for bank-switching intention among the five determinants measured in our survey. One
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important managerial implication that the contact person or the branch office management can
draw from this finding is that s/he − or the branch office management − can be moderate in
negotiation situations about loan interest reductions with its clients, given that the client
perceives service performance to be high.
Our finding that high service performance has salient importance corresponds well with the
findings of Jain et al (1987) and Gunnarsson el al (2000). We draw the same conclusion as
Gunnarsson el al (2000:75) do: satisfactory service performance seems to be critical for the
client in its relationship with the contact person/branch office. Not least importantly, this
noticeable result corresponds well with the decentralization strategy of the studied service
provider Handelsbanken (e.g., see Handelsbanken 2001:2).
Based on the results presented in Table 23 (in section 4.5), it can be concluded that the ebanking users on average consistently attribute significantly more importance to the surveyed
reasons (this pertain to four of the five surveyed determinants) for bank-switching intention if
the perceived performance of the current main bank is too poor (as compared to its
competitors), than what the office users do.
In addition, e-banking users strongly significantly perceive it to be lesser troublesome to
switch bank than what office users on average do. Also, high-income clients strongly
significantly perceive it to be lesser troublesome to switch bank than what low-income clients
on average do and moderately significantly perceive it to be lesser troublesome to switch bank
than what mid-income clients on average do. Interestingly, this result is contrary to what
Gunnarsson et al (2000:75-76) found.
•

High-income clients are less loyal

High-income clients, on average, regularly turn to significantly more banks than what midand low-income clients do. Thus, high-income clients are less behaviorally loyal than what
the other clients are. Also, mid-income e-banking users are behaving in this less loyal way.
As a group, the high-income clients therefore can be characterized as behaving somewhat
more disloyal. This result confirms the result achieved by Gunnarsson et al (2000).
On the channel user group level, there are strongly significant differences between high- and
low income clients for both the e-banking and office user groups as regards the average
number of banks which the client has regular interactions with. Also mid-income e-banking
users are more disloyal in this respect than what the low-income e-banking users are.
•

E-banking users are less loyal

There are strongly significant differences between e-banking users and office users as regards
both behaviour and attitude towards ’multi-bank relationships’.
On average, e-banking users regularly interact with significantly more banks (measured as
‘average number of bank relationships’) than what office users do. This is one indicator
pointing at that e-banking users are less behaviorally loyal than what office users are.
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Also, e-banking users to a significantly higher degree than office users have the perception
that ’there are many advantages with having business with many banks’. Although the
average difference in this indicator of attitudinal disloyalty between e-banking users and
office users is significant, it should be noted that the average perceptions of both channel user
groups’ are positioned on the low value side of the 5 point-scale, i.e. the respondents to a high
degree disagree with the statement that ’there are many advantages with having business with
many banks’.
Based on these results, the conclusion drawn is therefore that office users are more loyal –
both in behaviour and in attitude – to the studied branch offices, than what the e-banking users
are.
•

Self-services, including e-banking, hurt the relationship

Almost half of the e-banking user clients of Sydfors (47%) and of the e-banking user clients
of Nordfors (46%) perceive that their relationship with the branch office have become weaker
as a result of use of e-banking and other self-services (see section 2.4).
For us, it is not surprising that the relationship with the branch office is perceived to become
weaker as the use of e-banking and other self-services increase. But – given that the majority
of the surveyed e-banking users also visit the office (68% of the Sydfors e-banking users and
74% of the Nordfors e-banking users visit the office) – it is surprising that as much as half of
the respondents in the two e-banking samples perceive that their relationship with the branch
office is becoming weaker. “On the positive side”, almost one third of the users in the two ebanking samples perceive that their relationship with the branch office is becoming stronger
as the use of e-banking and other self-services increase.
Since as much as half of the e-banking users perceive that their relationship becomes weaker
as the use of e-banking and other self-services increases, a warning flag for the bank is
therefore by us hoisted. How high is the risk that a noticeable number of current clients,
among those that strongly perceive that their relationship with the branch office is becoming
weaker, will actually “take the step” to try, or to switch to, another bank?
Our data also show differences across life cycle phase groups in this respect. On average
‘Older single/couple’ e-banking users to a moderately significantly higher degree perceive
that the relationship becomes weaker than what ‘Children family’ e-banking users do
perceive. Between ‘Older single/couple’ e-banking users and ‘Younger single/couple’ ebanking users this difference in average perceptions is even strongly significant. A managerial
implication that we draw from these results is that the branch office should pay particular
attention to the ‘Older single/couple’ e-banking users, since they as a group to a significantly
higher degree perceive that their relationships with the branch office are becoming weaker, as
the use of e-banking – and other self-services – increases. Since ‘Older’ constitute a
substantial proportion of the high-income household clients, these clients deserve due
attention.
An overall conclusion drawn from these findings is that self-services, including e-banking,
hurt the relationship between the client and the service provider. This conclusion, based on
our data, is consistent with a key conclusion drawn in a recent study by Selnes and Hansen
(2001:87-88):
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… self-service without a minimum of personal interaction may well have a negative effect on
customer loyalty because the important social-bond mechanism is removed. Unless other loyalty
mechanisms are created and integrated into self-service systems, the long-term effect of self-service
without personal interaction is likely to be reduced customer loyalty. Thus, personal service and
personal relationships between customers and employees are even more important when simple
and repetitive tasks are automated.

We suggest that an important issue that needs to be investigated carefully by the banks
therefore is: How risky is this weakening effect on the client−contact person/branch office
relationship as a result of higher e-banking use?
If the case is that e-banking hurt the relationship, it ought to be considered important from the
branch office management perspective to explore if there are any differences in perceptions
between those e-banking users reporting that they do not visit the (physical) branch office and
the one’s reporting that they visit the (physical) branch office with a low frequency. Is it
motivated for the branch office to invite the self-reported non-visiting e-banking users to the
branch office for social bond-building encounters with an intensity of, for example, three
times a year? Although the design of our survey questionnaire do not fully match this
particular managerial issue, our survey results provide some indications.
Those clients reporting that they visit the branch office less often than once a month was
coded as ‘low-frequent visitors’. The clients reporting that they do not visit the branch office
was coded as ‘very low-frequent visitors’. Given the chosen labels the question relevant to
explore is: Is it worthwhile − from a relationship-building point of view − to try to transform,
or to “lurk”, the ‘very low-frequent visitors’ into becoming ‘low-frequent visitors’?
Firstly, t tests show that there is no significant difference between the client groups of ‘very
low-frequent visitors’ and the ‘low-frequent visitors’ among the Sydfors and the Nordfors ebanking users, as regards their average ’Relationship- versus (low) cost-orientation attitude’.
Secondly, t tests show that there is no significant association between the perceived change in
relationship strength due to technology-based self-service use (item 63) − i.e. a possible
relationship effect − and the client groups of ‘very low-frequent visitors’ and the ‘lowfrequent visitors’ among the two samples of e-banking users.
•

The telephone still has a very strong position as communication form

In order to delimit the size of the questionnaire, it was decided that we should focus on only
two of the retail banking channels in our survey, viz. the e-banking channel and the traditional
office channel. In spite of this strict delimitation, the questionnaire yet came to be 11 pages
long and consist of 139 items.
On the aggregate survey level, the bank-initiated contact form which is primarily preferred by
most clients is that the bank(er) phones the client up: 48% of the clients prefer that. The
secondly most popular primary bank-initiated contact form (42%) is that the bank(er) mails
the client. Just 2% of the clients prefer a personal visit by the contact person as the primary
bank-initiated contact form.
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On the aggregate survey level, the client phoning the branch office up is the client-initiated
contact form that is primarily preferred by most clients. 50% of the clients prefer that. The
secondly most popular primary client-initiated contact form is to make a personal visit at the
branch office’s place. 41% of the clients prefer a face-to-face meeting. As expected, the
proportion of clients that want to make a personal visit at the bank(er)’s place differs
substantially between e-banking users and office users: These shares are 30% and 55%
respectively.
If e-banking use problems arise, using the telephone is the most extensively preferred clientinitiated contact form (55%) among e-banking users. 32% of the e-banking users prefer to
phone her/his contact person and 23% of them prefer to phone any banker. Using the Internet
when e-banking use problems arise is the secondly most popular contact form (27%).
In retrospective, it can thus be concluded that it would have been interesting if there had been
questions related to the telephone channel included in the questionnaire. Accordingly, more
focus on the role of the telephone channel is suggested for future research.
•

More relationship closeness with distanced high-income users

From the branch office perspective are those high-income e-banking clients which do not
have a contact with a contact person particularly important to approach. Such a large share as
34% of the high-income clients never turn to a contact person on the aggregate survey level in
this study. Split on the channel user groups, 44% among the high-income office users (n=41)
and 32% of the high-income e-banking users (n=154) never turn to a contact person.
We therefore conclude that, a pressing measure for the branch office management should be
to appoint contact persons for those high-income clients which are perceiving themselves to
be ”without a contact person”. One recommendation for the branch office is that the contact
person is pro-active and initiates face-to-face meetings with the most interesting clients −
which typically are the high-income clients − on a regularly basis.
This ought to be a very urgent action on the branch office management agenda, which is in
line with the thinking behind the bank-wide CRM project − named EKA (”Eget
KundAnsvar”) − going on within Handelsbanken since a couple of years back. The highincome e-banking clients ”without a contact person” have a higher level of involvement in
their own household economy and a higher e-banking frequency than what e-banking clients
in general have. They are also higher in their valuations on calculative commitment, i.e. they
are attitudinally more inclined to switch bank.
Synthesis
Towards the end of this report, we are trying to summarize the main findings and at the same
time try to somewhat bring in a “let the hair down” element into the text.
The banks are staking large amounts on e-banking. Thus, the banks want to decrease its costs
through the use of technology-based self-services, which in turn increase the distance between
the client and the branch office, at the same time as they want to have near/strong
relationships with their profitable clients. How should the branch office management and the
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co-workers of the bank relate to this distance and closeness paradox? How are the important
relationships influenced by fewer and fewer branch office visits? How are corporate image, or
brand strength, and loyalty influenced − two important drivers of sustainable profitability?
In 1996, Lynch formulated this paradox, which captures the claimed neglect of the branch
offices’ in the interplay with their clients:
Banks have vastly improved their methods of risk assessment, except in the area where it really
matters – how clients behave.

The banks’ two primary purposes with e-banking are cost reductions and to replace time spent
on routine errands with spending more time on business errands with the clients.
Thus, the innovation e-banking mean that the branch office and its co-workers should relate to
the following distance and closeness paradox:
Banks want to cut costs – through technology-based self-service use (i.e. a lot of
the work is left to the clients, which can be perceived of as an increasing distance
between the client and the branch office) – and at the same time to have
near/strong customer relationships, in order to strengthen customer loyalty.

High-income e-banking clients are more behaviourally disloyal
A threat for the universal banks is that they get hold of the simpler everyday routine
transactions, while they lose the more profitable businesses such as investments and loans.
Brummer & Partners and Lannebo Fonder are examples of actors which successfully have taken
market shares on their niche markets from the universal banks.
Thus, the universal banks are facing a dilemma: they make a rod for their own back through ebanking at the same time as they obviously can not refrain from this channel. The competition
is gradually shifting from being local (which it still is to a large extent) to becoming national
and in the next step global. In Sweden, one example of increased national competition is
SBAB where the client−bank contact before a loan is granted is handled in an easy way
through just Internet and a follow-up telephone call.
E-banking is particularly popular among high-income clients, which are important clients for
the bank. Based on the findings from this study, a threatening e-banking induced chain of
conclusions for the universal banks as regards their high-income clients can be identified, as
suggested in Figure 11 below:
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Important clients = high-income clients
↓
high-income e-banking clients perceive themselves to be more knowledgeable and competent
↓
these are more involved
↓
these have a lower degree of loyalty
↓
via e-banking is competitor comparisons ’just one click away’
↓
these do not find it troublesome to switch bank
↓
these keep everyday errands/transactions in the current bank and ‘shop-around’ loan services
and investments

Figure 11: Suggested e-banking induced chain of conclusions for high-income e-banking clients

The suggested e-banking induced chain of conclusions for the universal bank as regards their
high-income e-banking clients is a paradox. A primary purpose with e-banking, as mentioned,
is to acquire more time for transforming more important clients to ‘full clients’ at the same
time as e-banking has provided the same clients with new possibilities to be a client in many
banks and to easily find the perceived best service, i.e. the service offering the highest clientperceived value. In the following, each step in the e-banking induced chain of conclusions
will be briefly commented upon, based on findings from this study.

High-income clients are important
As ’high-income clients’ we have classified those respondents that belong to a household with
a monthly income exceeding 40 000 SEK. These high-income clients constitutes for 27% of
the respondents. 81% and 75% of the high-income client respondents to the two studied
branch offices respectively belong to the e-banking user group.
The absolute number of high-income clients, in the total client population of the two studied
branch offices, was estimated to be 370 e-banking users and 330 office users. From a branch
office profitability perspective, the e-banking users as a group therefore are at least as
important as the office users.
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Perceive themselves as more knowledgeable and competent
The e-banking users in high-income households perceive themselves to have a higher degree
of knowledge about banking errands, about self-services, about the range of different banks
and to have a higher degree of know-how concerning the use of Internet than how office users
perceive themselves.
There is a significant correlation between perceived knowledge about the range offered by
different banks and educational level: The higher education level, the higher the degree of
perceived knowledge in this aspect. The majority (66%) of the surveyed high-income ebanking users have a university degree diploma.

Are more involved
The e-banking users on average also have a significantly higher level of involvement in their
own household economy than what the office users on average have. Among the e-banking
users, in turn, the level of involvement vary across different life-cycle phase groups.
The higher level of involvement in their own household economy in combination with their
perceived higher degree of knowledge imply that the e-banking users have a higher ability
and a stronger will to question their bank relationship and to use self-services, including ebanking.
High-income clients are also found to be more relationship-oriented than what mid- and lowincome clients are. Despite this preference, a large share of the high-income clients prefer to
use e-banking. The degree of relationship-orientation varies across the two studied branch
offices, which manifests that ’all business is local’ and not only influenced by individual
characteristics.

Have a lower loyalty
Our results show that high-income clients have a lower behavioural loyalty than the lowincome clients. This behavioural loyalty was measured by the number of bank relationships
and the number of times switching main bank during the last 10 years. Thus, the propensity to
switch bank is higher among high-income clients. Also, the e-banking users are behaviourally
less loyal than what the office users are. E-banking is to a higher degree appreciated by the
more behaviourally disloyal clients at the same time as e-banking facilitates for them to
switch bank (being ‘just one click away’).
As shown from the results presented in Table 31 below, the e-banking users on average are
more attitudinally inclined to switch bank than what the office users are, if they perceive that
they are dissatisfied with any of the five measured potential causes. These causes are:
dissatisfaction with the service performance, the service charges, practical issues, with the
interest rate or if a competitor presents a better offer.
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Table 31: Perceived significance of different bank-switching intention determinants on the channel
user group level
Intention to switch bank based on
dissatisfaction with:
… service performance
… service charge
… offer in general
… practical matters
… the interest rate

e-banking users
Mean
4.38
4.24
4.03
3.96
3.69

Ranking
1
2
3
3
5

office users
Mean
4.13
3.82
3.87
3.87
3.46

Ranking
1
2
2
2
5

‘Dissatisfaction with service performance’ is perceived by the clients to be the most important
reason, or determinant, for bank-switching intention among the dimensions measured in our
survey. The secondly highest rated determinant is ’dissatisfaction with service charge’.
Interestingly, ‘dissatisfaction with the interest rate’, distinctly is the least important determinant for bank-switching intention among the five determinants measured in our survey. The
e-banking users on average consistently attribute more importance to the surveyed reasons
(this pertain to four of the five surveyed determinants) for bank-switching intention, than what
the office users do. Different rankings in Table 31 denote that the mean differences are
significant.

Do not find it troublesome to switch bank
From the branch office profitability perspective, an interesting finding is that clients in highincome households to a lesser degree perceive it to be troublesome to switch bank than what
clients in mid- and low-income households do. Interestingly, this result is contrary to what
Gunnarsson et al. (2000) found. In addition, e-banking users strongly significantly perceive it
to be lesser troublesome to switch bank than what office users on average do.
In practice it turns out that it is often troublesome to switch bank for the salary bank account.
The reason is that it brings with it a number of resulting changes, which often in practice
means errors. A client which has this experience, therefore is inclined to refrain from
switching salary bank account, unless there is a severe crisis in the relationship with the
branch office. Therefore, to switch bank for the daily bank errands is not worth the trouble.
But to lend money, both for acquisition of real estate and consumption, is easy and might be
profitable. To save 0.5% on a one million SEK loan means saving 5,000 SEK. Investments
are also easy ‘to shop around’ even if there still is a distinct need of ‘face-to-face’ dialogues
among the clients. Obviously, a necessary condition for this is that the advisor/Contact Person
is competent enough to follow a powerfull line of reasoning. Otherwise, Internet comparison
sites (such as, e.g., www.morningstar.se) might be a better alternative.

Keep everyday errands/transactions in the current bank
The official statistics tells that the share of Swedes switching bank is low (around 5%
annually). This figure, however, concerns only switching of bank for salary bank accounts.
Along with the emerging new customer behaviors, the share of customers switching bank for
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salary bank accounts is increasingly uninteresting. There is good reason to believe that the
clients’ behavioural disloyalty is higher than what the banks believe. The ‘full client’ concept
is therefore not as relevant as before: to increase the ”share of wallet” is a better goal for
governing the banking business operations.

Systematic differences in perceptions of relationship dimensions
The perceived corporate image influences on the degree of loyalty. Through a principal
component analysis we formed different relationship factors, or indexes, from intercorrelated
questionnaire items such as, e.g., corporate image and different perceived conduct and
behavior aspects of the contact person at the branch office.
As shown from the results presented in Table 32 below, an e-banking user on average
consistently perceive corporate image and different ‘relationship dimensions’ as regards the
contact person at the branch office to be significantly lower than how an average office user
perceives it. As seen, these ‘relationship dimensions’ are: responsiveness and empathy,
perceived competence, reliability and communication, mutuality and client-orientation. The
client’s level of involvement in the own household economy is concurrently, as mentioned
before, significantly higher for the e-banking users.

Table 32: Client perceptions about corporate image, different conduct and behaviour aspects of the
Contact Person, and the client’s own level of involvement

Corporate image
CP responsiveness and empathy
Perceived competence of CP
CP reliability and communication
Mutuality of CP
CP client-orientation
Level of involvement

e-banking
users
4.09
3.99
3.78
4.02
3.78
3.37
3.30

office
users
4.24
4.29
4.27
4.20
4.10
3.63
3.10

Thus, an average e-banking user − compared to an average office user − has a weaker bond to
the bank. For an e-banking user, this means that the bank to a higher degree is
interchangeable. An essential managerial issue for the universal bank therefore is: How can
we create conditions that make us well-liked by the e-banking users also in the future?
These results indicate that e-banking has changed the basis for the client’s relationship with
the bank and this influences on the client (as Lynch 1996:xx phrases it):
People in every area of their lives are changing the basis of their relationships and new types of
relationships are changing people.
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What should be done?
In order to attain sustainable profitability it is suggested that the co-workers of the universal
bank should converse more with their important clients and that they should be more proactive: Tell the clients about “bad news” so that no one else gets ahead with this, tell about
opportunities − and improve the personal “touch” through starting to use the client’s
individual bank home page for ”one-to-one marketing”. It is also significant that the contact
person provides the client with more competence than what Internet comparison sites do. Of
critical importance for the universal banks is therefore to ensure that their co-workers have
competence advantages in a time when investors demand more cost-efficient banking
business operations. A constantly important question for the branch office is: How can we
manage to attract the current e-banking clients also in the future?

Epilogue
It is obvious that e-banking is a necessary and important channel for retail banks, but it is
hardly sufficient for building and sustaining relationships with its clients. Building and
sustaining personal relationships is still a key building block in order to build client loyalty to
the branch office (cf. Johnson et al 2001). Selnes and Hansen (2001) argue that self-service
without a minimum of personal interaction will have a negative effect on customer loyalty. In
the e-banking context, there is accordingly an obvious risk for decreased client loyalty among
e-banking users, and particularly among those that never visit the office.
Another strong argument for the value of personal interaction is that regardless of whether a
firm’s core offerings are products or services, superior service quality is necessary for
excellent market performance on a sustainable basis (Berry 1999). An important argument for
this strategic issue consideration is that high service quality is much more difficult for
competitors to effectively imitate than what product quality and price is.
Therefore, e-banking and “personal” channels − including the telephone form of contact − are
complementary channels. E-banking is obviously particularly suitable for fairly simple
transaction services, which have been the main object of study in this report, while “personal”
channels are more suitable for more complex services.
Service encounters between clients and contact persons are a critical component of service
quality and perceived service performance (Chandon et al 1997). Paulin et al (2000a) stress
that an important role of a contact person is to balance technical, administrative and social
competencies, which in turn requires a client-oriented organizational culture (Paulin et al
(1999). Therefore it is felt important to repeat the quotation from Paulin et al (2000a:468),
reported in the introductory chapter, with the message that technology is not the main thing:
Technology and administrative procedures should be considered as tactical rather than strategic in
that they should provide support for the social interaction between the account manager and the
business client rather than being ends in themselves.
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Del A – Din relation till Handelsbanken och Din inställning till banktjänster
Vi inleder enkäten med några frågor om Din relation till Handelsbanken.
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Del B – Internet
Nu några frågor som handlar om Din tillgång till Internet.
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Del C – Banktjänster på Internet
I denna del är vi intresserade av Din eventuella användning av Handelsbanken på Internet.
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Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra





 -DJKDUJRGDHUIDUHQKHWHUDYDWWXWI|UDEDQNlUHQGHQYLD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











 0LQDEHNDQWDKDUEHUlWWDWI|UPLJKXUEUDGHWIXQJHUDUDWW
XWI|UDVLQDEDQNlUHQGHQYLD,QWHUQHW















 +DQGHOVEDQNHQVSHUVRQDOKDUUHNRPPHQGHUDWPLJDWW
E|UMDXWI|UDPLQDEDQNlUHQGHQYLD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn
,QWHUQHW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWlUP\FNHWHQNHOWDWWJ|UDEHWDOQLQJDUYLD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW















 -DJWULYVPHGDWWDQYlQGD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|U
DWWJ|UDPLQDEHWDOQLQJDU











 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWJnUVQDEEWDWWJ|UDEHWDOQLQJDUYLD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWlUP\FNHWEHNYlPWDWWJ|UDEHWDOQLQJDU
YLD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











 -DJDQYlQGHU+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|UDWWI|OMD
QRWHULQJDUQDSnPLQDYlUGHSDSSHU











 -DJDQYlQGHU+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|UDWWKDQGOD
PHGYlUGHSDSSHU DNWLHURFKIRQGHU 















,QWH
DNWXHOOW





 -DJOLWDUSnDWWPLQDEHWDOQLQJDUXWI|UVNRUUHNWYLD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWMDJKDUIXOONRQWUROO|YHUVLWXDWLRQHQQlUMDJ
J|UPLQDEHWDOQLQJDUYLD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











 -DJInUJRGKMlOSDYEDQNHQPHG+DQGHOVEDQNHQV
,QWHUQHWWMlQVWQlUMDJVnEHK|YHU











DNWXHOOW

 -DJW\FNHUDWWMDJInUP\FNHWEUDVHUYLFHQlUMDJVWlOOHU
IUnJRUYLD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW











DNWXHOOW

 1lUMDJKDUHWWSUREOHPPHGPLQDEDQNWMlQVWHUW\FNHUMDJ
DWWGHWlUOlWWDWWI|UNODUDSUREOHPHWYLD+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn
,QWHUQHW











DNWXHOOW








,QWH

,QWH

,QWH

A

Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra

 -DJW\FNHUDWWXWEXGHWDYEDQNWMlQVWHUKRV+DQGHOVEDQNHQ
Sn,QWHUQHWlUYlODQSDVVDWI|UPLQDEHKRY











 -DJW\FNHUDWW+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWlUHWWEUDYHUNW\J
I|UDWWV|NDLQIRUPDWLRQRPEDQNHQVSURGXNWHU











 -DJW\FNHUDWW+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWlUEUDI|UDWW
EHWDODUlNQLQJDU











 -DJVNXOOHLVW|UUHXWVWUlFNQLQJYLOMDNXQQDDQYlQGD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|UDWWInKMlOSPHGSUREOHP
PHGEDQNHQVWMlQVWHU











 -DJVNXOOHLVW|UUHXWVWUlFNQLQJYLOMDNXQQDDQYlQGD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|UDWW|SSQDIRQGNRQWRHOOHU
DQQDWNRQWR











 -DJVNXOOHLVW|UUHXWVWUlFNQLQJYLOMDNXQQDDQYlQGD
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWI|UDWWDQV|NDRPOnQ











 -DJW\FNHUDWWHQVWRUI|UGHOPHGPLQDQYlQGQLQJDY
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWlUDWWMDJKDUNXQQDWPLQVND
PLQDEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHW











 9LVVDEDQNlUHQGHQOlPSDUVLJElWWUHDWWXWI|UDSn
EDQNNRQWRUHW











 -DJXSSOHYHUDWWMDJKDUHQJRGNRQWDNWPHGEDQNHQ
HQEDUWJHQRPDWWMDJDQYlQGHUPLJDY,QWHUQHWRFKDQGUD
VMlOYEHWMlQLQJVWMlQVWHU











 -DJXSSOHYHUDWWMXPHUMDJDQYlQGHUPLJDY,QWHUQHWRFK
DQGUDVMlOYEHWMlQLQJVWMlQVWHUGHVWRVYDJDUHEOLUPLQ
UHODWLRQWLOOEDQNHQ











 -DJNDQWlQNDPLJDWWXWI|UDDOODPLQDEDQNlUHQGHQYLD
,QWHUQHW











 -DJVDNQDULQWHDOOVGHQI|UORUDGHSHUVRQOLJDNRQWDNWHQ
PHGHQEDQNPDQVRP,QWHUQHWDQYlQGQLQJLQQHElU











 -DJI|UHGUDUDWWGLVNXWHUDYLVVDEDQNlUHQGHQYLGSHUVRQOLJD
P|WHQ











 -DJlUHQYDQ,QWHUQHWDQYlQGDUH











 2PGHWXSSVWnUSUREOHPPHGPLQDQYlQGQLQJDY+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHWYLOOMDJKHOVWO|VDSUREOHPHW
JHQRPDWW 9lOMHQGDVWHWWDYDOWHUQDWLYHQ 


3
4
5




EHV|NDPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQ
EHV|NDHQEDQNPDQSnEDQNNRQWRUHW
NRQWDNWDPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSHUWHOHIRQ
NRQWDNWDHQEDQNPDQSHUWHOHIRQ
DQYlQGD,QWHUQHW





A
 9DGDQVHUGXlUHQDFFHSWDEHOYlQWHWLGI|UDWWInKMlOSQlUGXInUSUREOHPPHGGLQDQYlQGQLQJDY
+DQGHOVEDQNHQSn,QWHUQHW"


PLQXWHU



PLQXWHU²WLPPH



WLPPDU



WLPPDU 

WLPPDUHOOHUPHU

 7URUGXDWWGXNRPPHUDWWKDWLOOJnQJWLOOEDQNWMlQVWHUYLDGLQPRELOWHOHIRQLQRPWUHnU"


1HM



-D

Del D – Bankkontoret
Här vill vi veta hur Du använder bankkontoret, hur Du skulle vilja använda bankkontoret, och vad Du
tycker om de tjänster som finns där.
 %HV|NHUGXEDQNNRQWRUHWI|UDWWXWI|UDEDQNlUHQGHQ"


1HMÅ*nWLOOIUnJD



-DÅ)RUWVlWWPHGIUnJD

 +XURIWDKDUGXEHV|NWEDQNNRQWRUHWXQGHUGHWVHQDVWHKDOYnUHW"







'DJOLJHQ
)OHUDJnQJHULYHFNDQ
(QJnQJLYHFNDQ
7YnWLOOWUHJnQJHULPnQDGHQ
(QJnQJLPnQDGHQ
0HUVlOODQlQHQJnQJLPnQDGHQ

 8WI|UGXQnJRQDQQDQVEDQNlUHQGHQSnEDQNNRQWRUHW"




1HMMDJJ|UHQGDVWPLQDHJQDEDQNlUHQGHQ
-DMDJJ|UDQGUDKXVKnOOVPHGOHPPDUVEDQNlUHQGHQ
-DMDJJ|UEHNDQWDVEDQNlUHQGHQ

 9DULIUnQEUXNDUGXYDQOLJWYLVNRPPDQlUGXEHV|NHUEDQNNRQWRUHW"


+HPLIUnQ



)UnQMREEHW



)UnQVNRODQ



)UnQDQQDQSODWV



WLPPHHOOHUPHU

 +XUOnQJWLGWDUGHWGLJYDQOLJWYLVDWWWDGLJWLOOQlUPDVWHEDQNNRQWRU"


PLQXWHU



PLQXWHU



PLQXWHUWLPPH

 %UXNDUGXI|UV|NDDWWNRPELQHUDEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWPHGDQGUDDNWLYLWHWHU"








1HM
-DLVDPEDQGPHGLQN|S
-DLVDPEDQGPHGDUEHWH
-DLVDPEDQGPHGDQQDWEHV|NLQlUKHWHQDYNRQWRUHW

 2PNRQWRUHWVNXOOHKnOOD|SSHWDQGUDWLGHU9LOND|SSHWWLGHUVNXOOHGXGnI|UHGUD" )OHUDDOWHUQDWLYlUP|MOLJD 


%HK|YVLQWH%UDVRPGHWlU

Om behövs …
$
%
&
'
(
)
*
+














9DUGDJDU
9DUGDJDU
9DUGDJDU
9DUGDJDU
9DUGDJDU
9DUGDJDU
/|UGDJDU
/|UGDJDU



A
 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWlUYLNWLJDVWDWWNXQQDQnEDQNNRQWRUHWPHGSHUVRQOLJNRQWDNWXQGHUI|OMDQGHWLGHU 9lOMHQGDVW
HWWDYDOWHUQDWLYHQ 

2

²
²

 9LONHQYlQWHWLGNDQGXQRUPDOWDFFHSWHUDI|UGLQDEDQNlUHQGHQSnEDQNNRQWRUHW"








PLQXWHU
PLQXWHU
PLQXWHU
PLQXWHUHOOHUPHU

 9LONHQYlQWHWLGNDQGXDFFHSWHUDUXQWPnQDGVVNLIWHQDI|UGLQDEDQNlUHQGHQSnEDQNNRQWRUHW"





PLQXWHU
PLQXWHU
PLQXWHU
PLQXWHUHOOHUPHU

Nedan följer ett antal påståenden. Svara på påståendena med utgångspunkt från Din personliga
uppfattning. Ringa in den siffra som Du tycker stämmer bäst överens med Din egen uppfattning!
Stämmer
inte alls
 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWlUP\FNHWHQNHOWDWWJ|UDPLQDEHWDOQLQJDU
JHQRPEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHW

Stämmer
mycket
bra
















 -DJWULYVPHGDWWEHV|NDNRQWRUHWI|UDWWJ|UDPLQD
EHWDOQLQJDU











 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWJnUVQDEEWDWWJ|UDPLQDEHWDOQLQJDU
JHQRPEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWGHWlUP\FNHWEHNYlPWDWWJ|UDPLQD
EHWDOQLQJDUJHQRPEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHW

















 -DJOLWDUSnDWWPLQDEHWDOQLQJDUXWI|UVNRUUHNWSn
EDQNNRQWRUHW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWMDJKDUIXOONRQWUROO|YHUVLWXDWLRQHQQlUMDJ
J|UPLQDEHWDOQLQJDUJHQRPEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHW















 -DJW\FNHUDWWWMlQVWHXWEXGHWSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUYlO
DQSDVVDWI|UPLWWEHKRYDYEDQNWMlQVWHU











 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWI|UDWWV|ND
LQIRUPDWLRQRPEDQNHQVSURGXNWHU











 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWQlUMDJ
EHK|YHUHNRQRPLVNUnGJLYQLQJ











 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWQlUMDJVND
EHWDODUlNQLQJDU











DNWXHOOW

 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWQlUMDJ
EHK|YHUO|VDHWWSUREOHPPHGEDQNHQVWMlQVWHU











DNWXHOOW










,QWH

,QWH

A

Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra



 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWQlUMDJVND
|SSQDIRQGNRQWRHOOHUDQQDWNRQWR











DNWXHOOW

 -DJW\FNHUDWWEHV|NSnEDQNNRQWRUHWlUElVWQlUMDJVND
DQV|NDRPOnQ











DNWXHOOW

 'HEDQNlUHQGHQVRPMDJXWI|UVlOODQJnUElVWDWWXWI|UDSn
EDQNNRQWRUHW











I denna del är vi intresserade av hur Dina kontakter med bankkontoret ser ut, och hur Du uppfattar
den/de person/er som Du - eventuellt - brukar kontakta på bankkontoret.
 1lUGXULQJHUEDQNNRQWRUHW
$
–ULQJHUGXGnWLOOEDQNNRQWRUHWVYl[HO"
1
-D 2
1Hj

%–ULQJHUGXGnHWWGLUHNWQXPPHUWLOOHQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQ"
 -D  1HM

 1lUEDQNNRQWRUHWNRQWDNWDUGLJ+XUYLOOGXGnKHOVWEOLNRQWDNWDG"
3HUWHOHIRQ



3HUEUHY 

3HUHSRVW

4

*HQRPSHUVRQOLJWEHV|N

 1lUGXNRQWDNWDUEDQNNRQWRUHW3nYLONHWYLONDVlWWYLOOGXGnKHOVWNRQWDNWDEDQNHQ"


3HUWHOHIRQ



3HUEUHY 

3HUHSRVW 4

*HQRPSHUVRQOLJWEHV|N

 9lQGHUGXGLJnWHUNRPPDQGHWLOOVDPPDSHUVRQHOOHUVDPPDSHUVRQHUQlUGXNRQWDNWDUEDQNNRQWRUHW"
1
2
3

1HMDOGULJÅ*nWLOOIUnJD
-DI|UUnGJLYQLQJVlUHQGHQPPÅ)RUWVlWWPHGIUnJD
-DDOOWLGÅ)RUWVlWWPHGIUnJD

Den/de person/er som jag brukar kontakta på bankkontoret:
Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra

 ²I|UVWnUYnUHNRQRPLVNDVLWXDWLRQ











 ²I|UVHUPLJPHGQRJJUDQQRFKOlJOLJLQIRUPDWLRQ











 ²DQVWUlQJHUVLJI|UDWWDQSDVVDGHQDNWXHOODXWIRUPQLQJHQ
DYEDQNHQVWMlQVWHUWLOOI|UlQGULQJDULYnUHNRQRPLVND
VLWXDWLRQ
















,QWH



Del E – Din kontakt med banken



,QWH

A

Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra

 ²EDVHUDUDIIlUHUQDPHOODQEDQNHQRFKRVVSn|PVHVLGLJ
WLOOLWRFKQ\WWD











 ²PlWHUUHJHOEXQGHWKXUQ|MGMDJlUPHGEDQNHQV
UnGJLYQLQJVWMlQVWHU











 ²I|UVWnUKXUMDJVHUSnYnUKXVKnOOVHNRQRPL











 ²KnOOHUPLJXQGHUUlWWDGRPI|UlQGULQJDURFKQ\KHWHUL
EDQNHQVWMlQVWHU











 ²VNXOOHDQVWUlQJDVLJI|UDWWEHKnOODPLJVRPNXQG











 ²lUSnOLWOLJDQlUGHWJlOOHUDWWKMlOSDRVVLHNRQRPLVNW
EHVYlUOLJDVLWXDWLRQHU











 ²O\FNDVDWWLGHQWLILHUDYnUDUHHOODEHKRYDYEDQNWMlQVWHU











 ²EHP|GDUVLJPHGDWWKnOODVLJjMRXUPHGYnUHNRQRPLVND
VLWXDWLRQ











 ²GLVNXWHUDUVDNHUPHGPLJRUGHQWOLJWI|UDWWXQGYLND
PLVVI|UVWnQG











 ²VWUlYDUHIWHUDWWnVWDGNRPPDHQ|PVHVLGLJWDFFHSWDEHO
O|VQLQJSnIUnJRUGlUYLKDUROLNDnVLNWHU












 ²OHYHUXSSWLOOVLQDnWDJDQGHQJHQWHPRWRVV











 ²lUVQDEE D DWWUlWWDWLOOHYHQWXHOODIHOHOOHUEULVWHUL
UHODWLRQHQPHGPLJVnVRPNXQG











 ²lULQVDWWLGHXWYHFNOLQJDULVDPKlOOHWVRPSnYHUNDUYnU
HNRQRPLVNDVLWXDWLRQ











 ²EHP|GDUVLJPHGDWWMDJVNDI|UVWnGHUDVI|UNODULQJDURFK
I|UVODJ











 ²lULQWUHVVHUDGDYDWWEHKnOODPLJVRPNXQGSnOnQJVLNW











 ²KDUHQVDNNXQVNDSVRPMDJUHVSHNWHUDU











 ²NDQDOOWLGNRQWDNWDVXWDQDWWMDJNlQQHUDWWMDJlUWLOO
EHVYlU











 ²lUPHULQWUHVVHUDG H DYDWWEHKnOODVLQDDNWXHOODNXQGHU
lQDYDWWVNDIIDQ\D











 ²nWHUNRPPHUWLOOPLJRPHWWlUHQGHLQWHlUDYVOXWDW











 ²lUPHULQWUHVVHUDG H DYDWWMDJlUQ|MGVRPNXQGlQDWW
DOODUHJOHURFKUXWLQHUHIWHUI|OMVWLOOSXQNWRFKSULFND
















A

Nedan följer ett antal påståenden. Svara på påståendena med utgångspunkt från Din personliga
uppfattning. Ringa in den siffra som Du tycker stämmer bäst överens med Din egen uppfattning!
Stämmer
inte alls

Stämmer
mycket
bra

 -DJI|UHGUDUDWWERNDWLGQlUMDJYLOOWUlIIDPLQ
NRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQ











 -DJW\FNHUDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQlULQWUHVVHUDG
RFKHQJDJHUDGLPLQDEDQNlUHQGHQ











 -DJW\FNHUDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQVEHP|WDQGHlUP\FNHW
YLNWLJW











 -DJW\FNHUDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQlUKMlOSVDP











 -DJW\FNHUDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQO\VVQDURFK
EU\UVLJRPPLQDSUREOHP











 -DJW\FNHUDWWMDJInUJHK|UI|UPLQD|QVNHPnOKRVEDQNHQ











 -DJW\FNHUDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQRFKMDJNlQQHU
HWW|PVHVLGLJWHQJDJHPDQJI|UYDUDQGUD











 -DJOLWDUSnDWWPLQNRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQYHWElVW











 -DJNlQQHUPLJLQWHDOOWLGMlPE|UGLJPHGPLQ
NRQWDNWSHUVRQSnEDQNHQ











 -DJI|UHGUDUDWWGLVNXWHUDYnUKXVKnOOVHNRQRPLPHGVDPPD
EDQNPDQYDUMHJnQJ











Del F – Bakgrundsinformation
Så till sist några enkla bakgrundsfrågor om Dig och Ditt hushåll.
 -DJVRPVYDUDUlU
År
 -DJVRPVYDUDUlU


0DQ



.YLQQD

 -DJYLlU


(QVDPVWnHQGH



(QVDPVWnHQGHPHGKHPPDYDUDQGHEDUQ

3




*LIW D HOOHU 

6DPPDQERHQGHXWDQKHPPDYDUDQGHEDUQ



*LIW D HOOHU



$QQDWQlPOLJHQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



VDPPDQERHQGHPHGKHPPDYDUDQGHEDUQ



A
 +XUPnQJDSHUVRQHULQJnULGLWWKXVKnOO"


SHUVRQHU



 9HPlUGHWVRPVN|WHUHNRQRPLQLGLWWKXVKnOO"
$²EHWDODUUlNQLQJDU



-DJ



0LQKXVKnOOVSDUWQHU



%nGD

%²J|ULQN|S



-DJ



0LQKXVKnOOVSDUWQHU



%nGD

&²VW|UUHLQYHVWHULQJDUEDQNDIIlUHU



-DJ



0LQKXVKnOOVSDUWQHU



%nGD

 ,QRPYLONHWLQWHUYDOOOLJJHUHUKXVKnOOVLQNRPVWSHUPnQDG I|UHVNDWW "














²







²



HOOHUPHU

 9DGKDUGXI|UK|JVWDXWELOGQLQJ"






)RONHOOHUJUXQGVNROD
<UNHVUHDOHOOHUIDFNVNROD
6WXGHQWH[DPHQHOOHUJ\PQDVLXP
8QLYHUVLWHWVHOOHUK|JVNROHXWELOGQLQJ

 9DGlUGLQRFKGLQKXVKnOOVSDUWQHUVQXYDUDQGHKXYXGVDNOLJDV\VVHOVlWWQLQJ"
$-DJ

%0LQKXVKnOOVSDUWQHU









$QVWlOOG









&KHI









(JHQI|UHWDJDUH









+HPPDPDQIUX









6WXGHUDQGH









3HQVLRQlU









,QJHWDUEHWHI|UWLOOIlOOHW









$QQDWQlPOLJHQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


(WWVWRUWRFKYDUPWWDFNI|UDWW'XKDUWDJLW'LJ
WLGPHGDWWEHVYDUDYnUDIUnJRU






